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nation's transition from natural energy
sources such as oil to synthetic fuels
such as gasohol is something most
people view as cause for concern, if not
downright alarm.
Henry D. Connor is one exception.
The 37-year-old Kentucky Wesleyan
College chemistry professor thinks it's
high time that the federal government
- and the public - took a more upbeat
approach to the concept of doing
without.
"It's vere. easy , to get a doomsday -
attitude nowadays," acknowledges
Connor._Msa trouble with that is that 
your problem solving abilly tet'ffi to
drop off. • •
Connor, who teaches students "the
relevance of science in today's
society," believes it's possible to make
the transition 'without letting the vital
components of society suffer."
"When you think about it," he says,
"the whole idea of returning to a
simpler lifestyle can be a neat thing."
The first step toward coping, as
Connor sees it, is to "stop waving
placards and cussing people out. Take a
rational, rather than emotional, ap-
proach to the situation.
'For example, is it really suffering to
own a small car - to drive down the
road and feel the bumps? To walk more
and drive less'
"So we won't sit over in the parking
'.,the
Mr ra
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP; - The
Kentucky General Assembly has gotten
off to a surprisingly quick start and is
expected to tackle some thorny issues
when It reconvenes Wednesday after a
four-day weekend.
Most committees held organizational
meetings during the opening week, and
are ready to begin - or have already
begun - considering bills.
In fact, three Senate committees
reported out bills last week, which
means they could come up for a floor
vote in the Senate as early as Wed-
nesday.
But the focus will be on the state's
Road Fund, a major area of concern for
the legislature.
State transportation officials have
predicted a $300 million-a-year shortfall
in the Road Fund over the next 10
years, and lawmakers must figure out
how to whittle the deficit or find ad-
ditional money.
The Senate is ready to meet Wed-
nesday as a committee of the whole to
review the situation.
That approach, which involves an
informal meeting of the entire cham-
ber, was productive during last year's
special session, when legislators delved
Into the workings of the state's capital
construction fund.
This time, however, it has caused
some grumbling among House mem-
bers, who Say it will mean an un-
necessary duplication of effort by the
two chambers. The House and Senate
traditionally have held joint budget
hearings.
Members of the House
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee have said they plan to proceed
this week with their own review of the
state's Road Fund, despite what ap-
pears to be a shut-out by the Senate.
Rep. Boll Jones, D-Crestwood,
chairman or the House committee's
subcommittee on transportation, said
he was concerned that a separate
legislative review would, take an
Inordinate amount of agency officials'
time, and could result in three different
budgets - those of the House, Senate
and governor.
Rep. Pete Worthington, t)-Ewing,
also said he feared such a situation
because it would mean different bills
would be resolved by a handful of
legislators in conference committee at
the end of the session.
Jones said the House plans much the
same review as the Senate: "We want
to review the shortfall, and if we feel
like there is a shortfall, pursue it until
we're sure what it is," he said. "Then
we can decide how to handle it."
Meanwhile, House committees will
be considering other substantiial
legislation this week. For example, the
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee has posted bills for con-
sideration Thursday that would require
the state Finance Department to use
generally accepted accounting
procedures, and set up an office of
investment and debt management
within that department.
Use Of Synthetic Fuels
Causes Concern
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) - lot and Tale our engines anymore. So
what?"
Americans will make other ad-
justments to accommodate dwindling
energy supplies, Connor predicts.
"Our population will shift to the
warmer areas. We won't travel as
much. People are going to get back to
being handy, fixing things for them-
selves. And eventually, there's going to
be rationing of fuel, by cost or by
coupon."
Connor sees benefits to that, too.
- 'sat Ii amounliTto—rillFaarifirre
going to have to learn to share," he
aliryd. 'As it standar ow-sett.ivts 
share. We give dollars away, but that's
.not really sharing.
"From now on, it's going to be
cooperation or collapse. People are
going to have to start thinking this
way."
Conservation is "the top thing," says
Connor, whose textbooks on energy
matters are sandwiched among the
beakers and chemicals in his office
"The sooner we accept conservation,
and the sooner we stop saying there's
some magic solution, the better off
we're going to be."
And if conserving energy sounds like
the worst part of all, take heart from
Connor, who says that when it comes to
conservation, the upbeat approach
works like a charm.
TRAINING FIRE - This house., 900 N. 16th St., was used as a training fire this
The house Is owned by Robert D. Yates, Route 2, Kuttawa. Yates bought the
Several items from the house were savaged before the training exercise started.
city. The structure formerly was the Sams Na fraternity house.
Ledger 8t Times
In Our tooth Year 20t Per ('op Volume 101.V. jj
NICRRAY,STATE - The campus sidenalks at ',hi' University
became crowded once again as tisdat marked (tic lasts!, for the spr-
ing samester The semester vi2,3,: Hill 0;1-tinkle 1:11,1 -!. Registration 
was held last Thursday and Fridat . According to %is (sanii, dean of admis-
signs, over1_000 students dsed the ,:lvancee registra! an period in !S a% ember.
By GLENN KITT
Associated Press Writer -
WASHINGTON API - President'
Carter is warning that normal trade
with the Soviet Union kill not resume
soon "under even the best of cir-
cumstances," as his administration
steps up a Campaign of reprisals that.
could lead to a boycott of the Moscow
Olympics.
Strongly; defending his handling of the
crises in Afghanistan and Iran, Carter
declared Sunday night that ."political
considerations and economic profit"
must be Set aside in reSponding to the
threats they pose.
The White House rkess office
followed up those comments by
releasing a statement today that ac-
cused the Soviets of opposing in-
ternational efforts to. resolve the
Iranian crisis through Peaceful means
while "seeking to crush the in-
dependence of Afghanistan through
military force." •
"Like the presence of Soviet tanks in
the streets of Kabul," the statement
said, "the 'Soviet veto (Sunday; of the
United NatiOns Security Council
resolution on Iran exposes, for all of the
people of the world to see, the Soviet
Union's disregard for international law
and the world's machinery for ,peace.
."Their • veto is an act of political
cynicism. It offends the conscience of
all who honor freedom and who seek to
strengthen the grip of law over
lawlessness,. of peace over strife in
this crisis and for the future," the
statement said.
Earlier, a White House official said
Carter "cannot support U.S. par-
ticipation in the 'Moscow', Olympics if
Soviet troops are 'still in Afghanistan."
• The president Sy.. dispatched
Deputy Secretary of State Warren
'Christopher to Europe to consult with
U.S. allies about a possible Olympic
boycott and joint military and
economic aid to Pakistan, which bor-
ders Afghanistan.
Carter tentatively has approved $400
million in U.S. aid to Pakistan. begin-
ning immediately, if Congress con-
-gents, the administration said. All the
weapons would be "defensive" and
.warplanes would be exluded in
deference to India's concern about
strengthening Pakistan, its neig r
andlongtime antagonist.
'- ths-rsit---fittndsfss -
Tuesday's AAM Meeting Here 
May Signal Farm Group's Rebirth
A meeting of the Ameri,-an
Agriculture Movement set for 7 p m.
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at the Calloway
County Courthouse may signal the
rebirth of the organization that made
itself known nationwide last winter
during its tractorcades to Washington.
The renewed interest in the
movement, which was started
morning by 111C Murray Fire Departmi [it
dwelling from Murray State Universm.
The properW-STRITSWeed by the unit ei -
Stall Photo Itt Matt Satbt t,
sometime in early 1977 by a group of
Colorado and Kansas *farmers
protesting the low prices they were
receiving for their farm products, was
prompted by President Carter's recent
embargo on grain sales to:the Soviet
Union.
The AAM took hold-- in. western
Kentucky where there were numerous
meetings, some pidsetings and several
tractorcades. But the movement began
to fade almost as quickly as it began
until the Russian embargo.
According to Forrest -Burchard,
Melber farmer .and agribusinessrnan
who was the Kentucky delegate to the
movement; the Tuesday meeting is
statewide and all fanners are intSted to
attend. The grain embargo, as well as
several other matters of general in-
terest to farmers, will be discussed.-
Burehard, svile--was-din-isesuceessful
candidate for. the Democratic
nomination -tor state senator against
incumbent Richard Weisenberger in
last year's May Primary Election, said
that farmers will be asked Tuesday if
they want to participate in art AAM
rally in Washington next month.-
iTirmers
tractors to the nation's capital but will
instead be traveling In their pickup
trucks
The Washington rally was planned by
officials of the movement 'unless
President Carter dogs more - td keep
farmers from being financially hurt by
the grain embargo, Burchard said. The
farmers plan to emphasize lobbying
efforts with Congress . rather than
public demonstrations, according to
national chairmas MarvinAleek.,,
Burchard says that the movement
saved. some farmers from going out of
business by watching over some of the
legislation that went through Congress.
One piece of legislation that he said
helped-many farmers who hod a poor
crop year, especially some in Calloway
.County, was the three percent loans
that were made available.
Burchard maintains that the No. 1
priority of Congress should be the in-
crease in price for agricultural com-
modities. "We're (AAM; working for
all segments of agriculture," Burchard
said. "We want 100 percent for all farm
commodities."
aLso included a renewed threat to Iran
Defense Secretary Harold Brown in-
dicated a naval blockade of Jean is
being considered to counter its holdins
of 50 U.S. hostages. .
"Specifically, we cannot rule out the
option of cutting off Iranian imports by
one means or another," he said a baut ,t
possible blockade.
Such a blockade, however, LS .con-
sider-ed a long-range contingency.
BroOrn, who just completed talks with
Chinese leaders said be
expects continued cooperatics, with the
Chinese in response to the Soviets.
Carter, addressing the. Whitejlpuse
conference on small business,.
.denounced the Soviet Union's massive' 
invasion: of the small, nonatissned
country ,of Afghanistan" and asked
Americans to ̀ stand with me "
- "In rea- Ching iny--deTiSIOn-to-a-ST,Th-ad
to face some tough Choices," he said.
"There are many risks.- There are
economic costs: We are sharing those
coats, so the burden Will not fall only on
you or on American farmers or any
other particular group." •
His remarks werC greeted with,
scattered applause.. .
Several of Carter's civals_for.....the.
presidency have sharply criticized his
decision to embargo 17 million tons of
grain to the Soviet Union, saying L'S
farmers will suffer isre than the
Russians. '
However, Agriculture secretary Bob
Bergland predicted meat shortgages in
the Soviet Union as a result of the U.S
embargo.
'ripe fate of the ,summer Olympics
appeared uncertain- --Sunday as
Christopher flew to Europe.
After •a stop in t_ondon, ha was
heading for Barr to
meet with European leaders.
•


















Tonight clear skies early with
patchy dense fog.. likely
developing late. Low upper 20s to
low 305. Tuesday becoming
mostly sunny and mild. High in
the lower to mid 50s...
II
Hazel Honors Pratt.With -
Appreciation. Day Sunday
Sunday marked William Pratt State University. He also is a member
Appreciation Day in Hazel. of the Hazel Lions Club and a part-time
The celebration honored the minister.
Calloway County community's new
mayor, a black man.
"Who would have ever thought that a
small town like this would turn to a
black man as its leader," Pratt said.
He added that he believes he's only
the third black in Kentucky to hold the
office of mayor and the first in Hazel
elected to any office.
Pratt was elected to the Hazel office
SSIC-eiVinglfit-Tnissrentes-ttrthe--Town
Board election Nov. 6. In small Ken-
tucky cities, persons receiving the most
votes in town board elections are .ap-
pointed as mayors. Pratt first was
elected to the Town Board in 1977.
"There are only four or five black
families in Hazel, only nine registered
voters and I'm proud that my election
came from the whole town," Pratt said.
Being elected mayor, Pratt said he
a feels times are changing in west
an member wheel Vtu:isiv.i
—1)1s-nrkc Ml e: had to came to the back of a 1,
restaurant and sit at a table in the
kitchen to get something to eat," Pratt
added.
§T, is a supervisor in the
aPhPyresiac.. 
Pratt,
ysi al Department at Murray
-
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By Abigail Van Buren
Belted Out
By Chastity
DEAR ABBY: May I comment On your CONFIDENTIAL
TO "SHOULD I GIVE IN?" You responded with this sad
refrain:
"When I met him. I liked him.
When I liked him. I loved him.
When I loved him, I let him. -
When I let him.T1it him."
(Author Unknown)
That might have been true once. Abby, but not today.
I know many girls (now women) who "helciout," and were
left out. I am a living example-and a very bitter one. I
believed that -gliding out was the way to get a man, but I
lost a number of good men to other women who met their_
tieeds.for a "total relationship." (Sex.) Now these women are
happily married and are righteous pillars of our community,
while I spend nights and weekends elem. Now I'm too
scared to try a sexual relationshiVarr can do is fantasize
about one. 11 only wish I had some real memories.)
I know•this has no chance of being printed.since you need
to protect your point of view. Why do you perpetuate such
nonsense? . ,
HELD OUT AND LEFT OUT
DEAR HELD OUT: "Letting" a man is vastly different
from being a party to a mature love relationship - one ta
which each gives equally. To "let" someone is to allow
yourself to be used.
Have no regrets for not "letting" yourself be used. Regret
ouly having passed up a mature love relationship, playing in-
stead that childish game of holding out, thinking that was
the way to get a man.
I don't know your age, but you are never too old for a sex-
ual relationship if you want one.
DEAR ABBY.: I am part of a triangle. All threaof user* in
our 60s.
I have been in love with this man for nearly 30 years, He
loves Me, but his wife will not give him a divorce-or at
least that is what I have been told all these years.
I have no social life, and very little family life because I've
wanted to be available when my sweetheart found an hour
for me.
Nobody talked me into anything. I made this choice a long
time ago, and I wasn't a child then.
Perhaps I'm in a sentimental meod tonight (he's on his
way to see me at this very moment). I am playing "our
records" on the stereo, the wine is chilling, and the old ex-
citement is still there.
Although legally I have no man of my own. I have no
regrets.
HALF A LOA' IN PORTLAND, ORE.
DEAR HALF: It's your life, and I'm glad you're happy.
Not everyone can make a banquet out of somebody else's
crumbs.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "THIRTEEN AND SCARED TO
DEATH OF MY STEPDAD": There is a toll-free hotline for
help: Dial 800-621-4000. In Illinois, it's 800-972-6004). All ques-
tions concerning incest will be answered. This problem has
existed for a long time, but only recently has it come out of
the closet. For an excellent article on incest get the February
issue of Teen magazine. It's on the newsstands now. All
young people should read it.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
Dell Frazier, Artist, Has






of the Kentucky Archaelogieal
Association will meet in Room
103 of Faculty Hall, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792.
Singles Unlimited will meet•
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First .United Methodist
 Cliurvh. Thisis ter am-person
over 18 years of age single due
to death, divorce, or never
having been married.
Spring semester classes,
including evening classes, will
begin at Murray State
University.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre Board of Directors is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. with Mrs.
James Frank in charge.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group is scheduled to




games at the Sports Arena will
include Lady Racers vs.
Indiana State women at 5:15
p.m. and Men,Racers vs.
Samford University of Bir-
mingham, Ala., at 7:30 p.m.
. Audubon Wildlife film,
"Wildlife Safari to Ethiopia"
with Jeffery Boswall, will be
shown at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray . State
University, at 7 p.m. This is
open to the public at no ad-
mission charge. -
Monday, Jan. 14
Kentucky Lake Bass Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Lodge at Aurora.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at the home
of Jean Moore, North Nth
Street Extended, at 7:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 15
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
at T15-0.m. at the Community
Cole's Camp Ground UnitedRoom of the North Branch of
Methodist Church.Women arethe Peoples Bank with Krista
Kennedy- Thompson_tes - SchPileied toned.
speaker. Men's Prayer Breakfast Of
_First United Methodist
Tuesday, Jan. 15
Senior Adult Fellowship of
the First Baptist Church will
have a potluck luncheon at 12
noon at the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
Murray TOPS (Like_ off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
. Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. in the home
of Debbie Darnell. •
Music Department of.
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with the program to be
"Lincoln Portrait-Copeland."
State wide meeting of the
American -A-gric-uflirral
Movement will be held. at the
courtroem of the Calloway
County Court House at 7 p.m.
The public is invited and
urged to attend.
..•-• - 
Exhibit in T-shirt design by
David England of Camp-
bellsville will be from 6 to 8
p.m. in Mason Hall Gallery,
_Hart Ball. _Murray _State 
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall. . .
Various activities for the
Senior ' Citizens will be as
follows: Dexter at Dexter
Center, Hazel at Hazel Center,
and Murray at Ellis Center,
all. at 10 a.r,n., and Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at
Douglas Center a t'12 noon.
Dr. Keith Heim To Speak
At UDC Meet,
The annual observance to
honor the birthdays of Lee,
Jackson, and Maury will be
held Wednesday, Jan. 16, at
1:30 p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Special guest speaker will
be Dr. Keith Heim, associate
professor of Murray State
University Libraries, ac-
cording to Mrs. W. Z_ Carter,
chapter president, who urges
all members to attend.
' Miss Kim Davis was hostess
for the December holiday
party hpbtat tier apartment in
New Concord pn Dec. 19 at
1:30 p.m.
r. a rvey er, onorary-
member of the chapter, gave
the devotion, after the-pledges
to the flag were led, -by the
president, Mrs. Carter.
. Dell Frazier, local artist
from the Kirksey Community,
has a display at the Calloway
County Public Library
:I I• 1111 I IJ •I
The artist, self taught, is a
member of the Murray Art
Guild. She has been painting
for approximately ,11 years
and particularly enjoys doing
The_public is invited to see
during the hours of 9 a.m. to 8
p.m., .Monday through
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to gat
your bearings. CalLme—your WELCOME WAGON Nests's.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
wiil save your family time and money.
Let me hear fro you soon.
ITerasneitiok,•
ago king 492-8341 nary Hamilton 753-6510
tonite's movies



















florals. Her work on display
includes still lifes, portraits,
and scenes.
Wednesday;
Crenshaw whose papers are
pending, was also welcomed
to the chapter along with the
other two new members.
The Davis' apartment was
decorated for the occasion
Refreshments of boiled
custard, southern mine,
punch were served by Miss
Davis, assisted by Mrs. Ed
Davis, Mrs. Hess Crossland,
and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. J. 0. Chambers, Mrs
Inez Claxton, Pik& Tinioth),
Graves, Mrs. Ray Munda'y,
Church will be at 7 a.m. at the
Sirloin Stockade.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 am. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Wednesday, Jan. 16
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa is scheduled to met at 7
p.m. at the home of Joanna
Sykes
Community Prayer Service
for Iranian Hostages, spon-
sored by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association, will be held at 12
noon at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
_ First United Methodist
Church Men will hold its first
meeting-of 1.980416:3,p.m.. 4
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at 6 p.m. Jor a dinner
meeting. •
Second day of exhibit in T-
shirt design by David England
will be from S to 8 p.m. in
Mason Hall Gallery, Hart
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity. This is free and open to
the public.
General discussion on "The
General Education
Requirements" will be held at
the United Campus Ministry
Luncheon in -the conference
room of Ordway Hall Murray
State University, at 12:30 p.m.
Hal Senior Citizens- will
meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch served at 11:45
a.m. Chuck Guthrie will also
speak on "Adult Education."
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at 10:30 a.m. at.
the home of Ruby Burchett.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at 1:30
p.m. TIT a lessen at the
Holiday Inn for the annual
HEALTH
After osteoporosis occurs
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Could
you please tell me what to
expect the rest of my life?
Will I ever recover to live a
pormal life? Five months ago
I found out I have osteopo-
rosis and five weeks later I
had two discs collapse and
was in the hospital 12 days for
complete bedrest. I'm on nine
calcium tablets a day plus
vitamin D pills twice a week
and I am feeling better but
still need crutches to go out
walking. The doctor wants me
. to walk a lot. I use a wrapa-
round _&rdle to help rt
mi. Fin 61 'years old- nna
female and have all my
organs. I had my menopause
at age 50. Do you think I
should have estrogens at this
late date?
DEAR READER - For the
benefit of others, osteoporosis
means porous bones. The
bones lose their calcium and
substance, which makes them
brittle or break easily. It's one
of the main causes for broken
bones in older people such as
a broken hip with a minor fall.
It often affects the vertebrae
and they may break or col-
lapse as may have occurred in
your case. It's responsible for
the buffalo hump that you see
in many women past the
menopause. It affects small
women particularly.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 6-10,
Osteoporosis: Bone Softening,
to give you more detailed
information than I can here.
Other readers who want this
issue can send-75 Cents with a
vync- starnp-ed,- Self- addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019._
It is true that women who
are on calcium deficient diets
are five times as likely to
develop this problem as won't-
en who have plenty of calcium
in their diet. That's the reason
that I always-try to get wmn-
Wadesboro _Homemakers Club To
Hold Meeting At Burchett Home
The home-of Ruby Burchett
will be the scene of the
meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club to be held
Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 10:30
a.m.
LaVerne Hardie, president,
urges all members and in-
terested rsons to attend.
The club held a luncheon
meeting on Wednesday, Dec.
19, a 11 a.m. at the Crossroads
Restaurant at Hardin. Gifts
were exchanged.
Paula Palmer was hostess
for the November meeting
held at her home. Mavis Hurt
read the scripture from
Pasalms 91.
The lesson on "Depression"
was presented by Judy
Cunningham who had
prepared posters to show the,
different phases of depression.
Audra Futrell' directed the
receational period. Refresh-
ments were served by Mrs.
Palmer. Others present, not
previously mentioned, were
Opha Culver, Gladys Mitclriell,
Betty Palmer, rind Dixie
Palmer.
en to consume a quart of milk,
preferably fortified skim
milk, after the menopause.
That amount of calcium will
help to protect them from the
problem that you now have.
Although there are some
enthusiastic claims, about the
best that can be achieved once
the degeneration has occurred
is to stop it. And that's what
you're taking the calcium and
vitamin D for now.
Regarding estrogens, they
are one of the things that will
help stop the bone softening in
some vibrneti They- won't cor-
-reet Abe loss 41 bone Abet's.
already occurred. You don't
need the amount of estrogen
that you might find in birth
control pills to achieve this
effect.
-Dr. Richard L. Landau, an
endocrinologist (gland
specialist) at the University of
Chicago, recently expressed
concern that the fear of the
harmful effects of estrogen
will prevent many women
from getting the benefits that
they might get from small-
doses, such as protectior
against osteoporosis. Of
course, if you talke estrogens,
it would be necessary for you
to be under regular, close
medical supervision. With
your present condition, you're
likely to require that kind of
supervision anyway.
Once/the initial pain diffi-
cultieS are over from the
iipmediate problems you've
ad from discs and perhaps
collapsed vertebrae, you
should then cease to have the
paiWycin have`now. Walking is
good exercise but it's impor-
tant not to do exercises that
strain or to lift, because the
fragile bones may break
under the- pressure. That's
why exercNe programs should
be individualized for each
patient.
the display at the libra-W—Rel"rtit were-Vivett-hr-Mrs,
N. A. Ezell, secretary, and
Mrs. Hess Crossland,
treasurer.
Mrs. John J. Livesay,
registrar, presented Mrs.
Mary Muse Davis and Miss
Kim Davis, new members,





Miss Karen Bowen has been
listed on the 'Dean's List at
David Lipscomb College,




She recorded a perfect 4.0
average lot- -Um quarter,
required for placement on the
Dean's List.
Miss Bowen is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. F. Shelton
Bowen of Cadiz Route 2 and
the granddaughter of Mr. and






















N TRA1. SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m
Phone 753-9525
Days A Week
We're going to get new carpet — when you carry
home our fall and winter clothing.
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• "It is by the goodness of
God that we have in our
country three unspeakably
precious things freedom of
speech, , freedom of
conscience, and the pru-
dence never to practice
either "-- Mark Twain
In today's interesting
game, success depends upon
whether declarer can limit
the freedom of the defense.
If he gives up a:soft trick'
to either defender, the
defenders can do as they
wish, if he excludes one
defender from . pa rocipa- —
tion, he has an even chance
that the other cannot hurt
him.
West leads the jack of
hearts amd declarer covers
in dummy, hoping that East
will continue the suit.
However. East sees through
the trap and leads back a
trump after winning the
heart ace. Dummy's single-
ton diamond .tells East that
declarer will depend On
some diamond ruffs in dum-
my and an immediate
trump lead nay serve to
foil this plan.
Declarer Wins the trump-
shift and knows that it's
time to lead diamonds.
Which diamond does he
lead?
If he leads a low diamond,
the defenders are in
command. West allows East
to win the trick and a sec-
ond trump lead removes
another trump from
dummy Now declarer can
ruff only two of his dia-
monds and the game is des-
tined to go.one down.
If declarer leads the dia-
mond king when he wins the
first trump lead, he may or
may not succeed -- it
depends upon which defend-
er has the second trump
However, the lead of the
king is correct because it









4 medium tomatoes (a
generous pound)
31 :f-ounce can tuna in olive
undramed and ftaked
2 large eggs lhard-cooked,
shelled and f me eh( popede
cup finely diced celery
2 tablespoons ma nnaise
1 teaspoon capers
I kttuce and extra capers
Cut a thin slice from the top















In today's example, West
wins the diamond ace, but
he cannot lead a second
trump. This gives declarer
the time he needs and it
becomes a simple matter to
rut f three diamonds in dum-
my to score the game.  By The Students Of Linda Wright
ANSWER: One no trump.
Not enough strength for a
two-over-one takeout, so the
one no trump compromise is
best
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self -addressed. stamped envelope
tor reply
seeds and pulp to make shells;
turn shells upside down to
Use tomato pulp in
soine‘i- .other dish.) Mix
together. the remaining
ingredients except lettuce and
extra caper's; stuff into
tomato shells. Dot tops with
extra (-apers. Serve on lettuce.
Makes 4 small servings.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Marjorie Stubfilefield of
Buchanan, Tenn., has been a







Complete Line Of Dancewear
PRESENTED AWARDS at the recent music program h. Linda Wright and herstudents were, left to right, Julie Baker, Robert Marquardt, and Stacey Willett. Not presentfor the picture were Elizabeth Marquardt, and Stephanie Hays.
A special music program
was recently presented by
Linda Wright and her students
in the Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
Students participating in








Wright, Julie Baker, Joy
Signia Department
Plans Meet Tonight
The Sigma Department of
the MurraWoman's Club will
meet tonight Monday) at 6:30
p.m. at the club house for a
special "New Year's
Resolution Exercise Party,"
according to members of the
program committee.
Directing the program will
be Norma Frank, instructor of
physical education at
Robertson Elementary School
and a member of the Sigma
Department.
Members are asked to note
the earlier time of the
meeting.
Hostesses will be Dean








with flute and clarinet were
Elizabeth Fain and Barbara
Allison respectively.
Those participating from
Mrs. Wright's First Baptist
Church Cherub Choir in-
cluded: Keith Clatk, Beth
Henninger, Roger Jones,
Randy Poe, Derek Tomer,
Traci Walker, Chris Tucker,
John Whittaker, Karen
Whittaker, Vicki Woods and
Benjamin Wright.
Choir selections were also
presented by the following
students of Eastwood
Christian School: Kim
What kind of day will
tomirrow be? To find out What
the stars say, read khe
forecast given' for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1141
Competitors use shrewd
tactics. Don't let work con-
cerns dim your outlook.
Friends lift your spirits. Enjoy
cultural pursuits.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) t$- -figprui ToW1MBERLEY GIRL
M' .rt adheoence 4n— the- --Y-43-1-4—Gai&—s&sefaeed-As—kead
your own business, and you're
also attracted to government.
Strongly artistic, you are often
found in businesses allied with
the arts. You can deal suc-
cessfully in jewelry, antiques
and art objects. The theater
and writing may also appeal
to you. In a profession, you
may be drawn to law, religion,
or medicine. Your ability to
learn from, experience will be
the key to your success. Birth-
date of: Lloyd Bridges, actor;
Aristotle Onassis, shipping
magnate; and Martin Luther
King, civil rights leader.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Wimberley of Paris, Tenn., for
their baby girl, weighing five
pounds eight ounces, born on
Thursday, Dec. 20, at the
Mut-ray-Call-owe y County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. Will Wimberley,
Paris. Ten., Hugh Edd Collins,
Puryear, Tenn.. and Peggy
Collins Castleman, Paris,
Tenn.
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists




MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
IteTENNESSEE OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
1-.800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
Nigger, David Guzman, Joy
Guzman, Candy Howard,
Chantelle Howard, Christi
Reeves, Mary Anne Todd and
Benjamin Wright.
Awards were presented to
the following: Group Piano;
Elizabeth Marquardt,
Practice Chart; Elizabeth -
marquardt, Best Per-
formance Spring '79; Julie
Baker list place), Robert
Marquardt (2nd place), and
special mention went to
Stephanie. Hays and Stacy
Willett. Participation cer-
tificates were presented to
Cherub Choir and Eastwood
Choir participates; also to
private students for the spring
'79 recital.'
business success Avoid
wrong point of view. Nerves
can affect work performance.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Stress affection in close
relationships. Avoid
manipulative behavior. Be
consistent in viewpoints. Take
a chance on innovation at
work.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 480
The workload may seem
heavy at the end of the day.
Take a relaxing lunch break.
Go somewhere new. A close
one seems difficult.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221
You'll have a good time if
you *jet go of money worries.
Your sociability brings out the
best in someone else. Avoid
p.m. dispute.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Domestic concerns a
priority. An. unexpected en-
counter possible. Money a
source of dissension in the
p.m. Be flexible.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. n) —
Don't be unreasonable with
a family member. Local visits
prove romantic. Puy
something new f the house.
Don't be set in yo
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV'
Innovative thinking works
to your advantage, but avoid
secrecy. Home improvement
projects favored in p.m. Add
decorative touches.
SAGITTARIUS
iNov. 72 to Dec. 21)
Overall you make a good
impression. Don't be hurt if a
superior seems diffident.
Entertainments go well. Avoid
dispute with a friend. .
CAPRICORN
(Deg„012.,to Jon- 19)1,111
You'll accomplish much inprivate now. Complete un-
finished tasks, then socialize.
Don't waste words with one
who refuses to change.
AQUARIUS'
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A hectic social life keeps you
on the go. Take time out to




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(Q'
Follow through on hunches
for career progress. News
from a distant friend. Privacy
aids romance. A friend could
be jealons.
YOU BORN TODAY are a




(Wanda), 509 White, Paris,
Tn.
Dismissals
•Petrieia A Denies, Lt. 37
Holiday Tr. Pk., Benton, Mrs.
Roxanna Potts and Baby Girl,
509 W. Walnut, Mayfield, Mrs.
Clara A. Burkeen, Rt. 3 Bx.
77A, Murray, Mrs. Florence
M. Waddell, Rt. 6, Benton,
Mrs. Mildred L. Allen, Rt. 2
Bx. 26, Springville, Tenn.,
Barbara.S. Warman, Rt. 4 Bx.
400C, Paris, Tenn., Julie H.
Scruggs, Bx. 361, Murray,
Mrs, Patty L. Barrow, D8 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs. Betty
S. Reed, P.O. Bx. 105, Murray,
Mrs. Allene Pritchett, Bx. 95,
Dexter, Mrs. Sarah C. Frields,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Jimmie C.
Bohannon, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Geraldine Somerville, 306
Virginia, Paris, Tenn., Robert
C. Etherton, Bx. 2109 Univ.
Sta., Murray, Jerry M.
Burkeen, Rt. I Bx. 315, Almo,
Mrs. Jane P. Hall, 2104
Edinborough, Murray, Mrs.
Rita S. Stewart, Rt. 1, Oak
Rd., Mayfield, Mrs. Robbie
Harrison, 215 S. 13th, Murray,
Bright Colors! The col-
ors you chose will stay
that way with our expert
Sanitone difference!
Sparkling and clear!
Colors you love! Colors





Mrs. Helen Wright, Rt. 5.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Pieta C.
Perry, 3052 Anderson„ Rd.,
,Nashville, Tenn., Leslie
'Robert Mattingly, Rt. 6,
Murray, 4 Mrs.- Anna
Szychuldh, CR Bx. 107,
Hamlin, Mrs. Olga N. Bouldin,
Rt. 1 Bx. 243, Kirksey, Mrs.
Anna L. Dowdy, RC. I Bx. 2.16,
Farmington, Commie E. Cain,
Rt. 1 Bx 67, Almo, William T.
Sledd, 712 Poplar, Murray,
Rufus 0. Knight, Rt. 5 Bx: 255.
Murray.
BOYD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Boyd of
Paris, Tenn., are the parents
of a baby gin, Trish Elizabgth,
weighing six pounds 612
ounces, born on Thursday,
Jan. 3, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have:one son, Joey.
3'2. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Fonnie Boyd, Mrs. Nina
Gream, and the late Roy
Gream.
MCCUISTON BOY




CItrole Hahn. Jill O'Brien,
Neva Gre Allbruten. Norme
Winter, Barbara Brandon,
and Bea Farrell aro f.tteituled
to appear OR thy.. program,
" IJIII•oln Portrait --i'opeland,''
to be presented at the meeting
of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club jo
be held Tuesday,. Jan. 15 at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
The hostesses will be Libb)
Hart, Bea Zarrell,—Fa) Nell
Flora, Margaret Franklin,
Louise Weatherly, and Margie
Sho‘%n.
are the parents of- a baby boy,
Neil Michael, weighing six
pounds seven ounces, born on
Tuesday. Jan. 8, at the HenrY
County -General Hospital,.
Paris, Tenn.
The mother is the former
Patti Lisa Paschall.
PARIS PATIENT
Raymond G. Hemphill of
Puryear, Tenn., has been
dismissed. from the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
A1TENDING THE supper meeting of the World Friendship Club held at the home ofHaien Karvounis were, left to right, back row, Bienvenida Garrastazu, Cuba; Thelma Wat-ford, Murray; Moneer Ghaffari, Iran; Helen Karvounis, Greece; Debbie Shapla, Murray;Monica Walston, Germany; Nancy Kung, Taiwan; Gracie Erwin, Kirksey; sitting, Edithand Amy Noffsinger, Murray; Heather and Holly Walston and Tina Olson, Germany;Wipawan Nisamaneepong, Thailand.
The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at 7:15 p.m.
at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Krista Kennedy Thompson,
Home Energy Advisor for the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
will be the speaker for the
program on "Home Energy
Conservation."
All members are urged to





















their shop. For all
types of precision
hair cuts call 753-
8909.
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It's Time To Change
- Workman Comp Law
Employers are screaming.
Kentucky workman's 'com-
pensation insurance rates ex-
ceed those of border states in
such varied businesses., as
cigarette manufacturing,
roofing and groceries. In some
cases, the Kentucky rate is as
much as 400-percent higher.
Groups attempting to attract
business and industry to the
Commonwealth point fo the
workman's comp rate as a
deterent. Elizabethtown's in-
dustrial complex lost at least
one prospective tenant due to
the excessive rate. No major in-
dustry will consider relocation
or expansion to Kentucky until
the rate is changed, Virgil
Pearman, president of Ftad-
cliff's industrial foundation and
a state representative said
recently.
Pressure has been building
up for over a year. The General
Assembly will take some type
of action in the current session
which has just begun. But just
what action is the question.
Only two minor bills, which
will have no effect on the rate,
have been pre-filed. The special
subcommittee on workman's
comp met Monday morning but
did not file a bill. Instead it
referred its information to the
Standing Labor and Industry
Committees in the two Houses.
The major factor causing
Kentucky rates to skyrocket is
partial permanent injuries.
Currently, workers deemed to
bepartially hampered by a per-
manent injury could receive
supplemental income.
Frequently' these workers
return to their old job at the
. same pay, while continuing to
draw benefits.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp (D-Wingo ),
who chaired the special sub-
committee, favors a four-year
cap on partial permanent in-
juries. "We either put a cap on
4, it or we'll never get any
lowering of rates," Clapp said
last Friday.
4 We feel a cap is too arbitrary.
Injured workers_ who have not
recovered and returned to work
after the designated time would
be stranded without income,
which was the original purpose
of workman's comp.
Instead, mandatory periodic
reviews of partial permanent
injury cases are in order to
decide whether the injured per-
son still is incapable of per-
forming his or her job. We also
recommend legislation calling
for workman's comp benefits to
end upon the recipient's return
to employment.
Like all types of insurance,
the rates rise for groups with
similiar hazards, without
regard to safety records of in-
dividual firms. We feel the
General Assembly should also
address that question by
building in an incentive so that
companies' with good em-
ployee safety records would
receive a reduced rate.
The inequities of Kentucky
workrnap's comp is not limited
to business: Despite its high
pay out on claims, workers with
permanent total injury receive
little -in the way of com-
pensation. Kentucky ranks
among the lowest in the nation
in that regard.
Hopefully correcting the
present problems will open the
way for new industry for Ken-
tucky and provide more money




By Dr. David C. R-006—
First Christian Church
Franz Kafka wrote a strange story
that he called the "Metamorphosis." It
is the tale of a man who awoke one
morning. He discovered that during the
night he had turned into a huge
cockroach. Kafka gives us a minute
account of the man's tribulations as he
lives out his exigence as a cockroach.
The most striking overtone of this
queer story is that althdtigh all of this
man's frantic efforts to turn himself
back into an acceptable human being
are completely futile and he cannot
accept this fact. He knows what he
should be. He knows that he is not what
he should be. There is nothing that he
can do about it. He keeps assuring
himself that there is. He repeatedly
fails. He writhes in anxiety and
frustration as he fails. He immediately
tries again and he fails again and again
and again!
The conclusion of the story finds him
exactly where he was at the beginning
— still a cockroach — except that on the
final paragraph he is a dead cockroach.
This is the vicious circle of our lives.
We resolve that we will change. And we
fail in our attempt to do so. Each new
year, perhaps even each new day, we
make a new vow to change. This is
followed by a new failure. Each new
failure adds new guilt for having failed.
Our new failures with their new guilt
are the only really new things in our
lives. This vicious circle of resolve and
failure is broken only by death — ex-
cept it is brokin bY 'Me Movement- of -
repentance.
Martin Luther, that great reformer of
the faith, once wrote a friend — "I have
promised God a thousand times that I
would become a better man, but I never
kept my promise. I am not going to
make any more vows. Experience has
taught me that I cannot keep them.
Unless God is merciful to me for
Christ's sake, and grants me a new
departure, I shall not be able to stand
before hini."
We )7* '"";.—'4.1king,141.ffer God but our
our failures. We can cease
play-acting and throw ourselves on the
mercy of God. In this movement, the
vicioas circle of resolve and failure is
broken to be replaced by the circle of
repentance and faith and the new life
that this brings. This new life in Christ
is like a caterpillar which breaks forth
- from the chrysalis into a bright and
- -beautful hatterffrof7ehristiruntining
and service.
"THE US Elf ENEMYOP ISLAM I DEM ZiliE INFIDELS L,
MONAMMEPI,„ WHAMMED ?„
- The Town Crier
By Robert M. Shaw
Let's suppose that one person, only
one person, brings us news about the
outside world.
This person comes walking down ow
street about the same time every day,
clanging his bell and shouting
headlines. When we hear our town
crier's bell, everything stops. We go out
Into the street, gather around him, and
he tells us the news. We don't have a
clear idea how he gets the news, but we
trust him.
When he says a blizzard is caning, it
generally canes. When he gives us the
date of election day, it happens on that
day. We couldn't get along without this
town crier, and his coming down our
street is maybe the biggest thing that
happens all day long.
But lately, something- funny has
happened to the town crier. He used to
tell us that all was well. Now he tells us
that everything is wrong.
I hasten to say that I know there
really is a lot wrong with the world. But
the strange thing is that our town crier,
these days, seems to enjoy bringing us
his daily freight of bad tidings. Fewer
and fewer people come out of their
houses to listen to him these days, and









The Story Of —269
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright 1171
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Lieut. R. C. Stewart; flight commander of a three bomber
squadron operating out of an English base, was reported missing
in action since May 14, according to a message received by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stewart of Route '7, Murray. Lieut.
Stewart's plane was shot down over enemy territory in the Euro-
pean theatre of operations. He remained a prisoner of war for the
duration following his successful parachute jump. After cessation
of hostilities, Lieut. Stewart continued his career as a member of
the Air Corps where he became a high ranking officer.
Staff Sgt. Codie Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Camp.'
bell of Calloway County, was killed in action in Luzon, Philippine
Islands, on March 14, 1943, while attached to the famed 38th Cyclone
Division.
The June draft of 125 men left June 30 with married men being
called up in the majority for the first time as was also expected
for the July call-up of 44 Callowayans.
Coast Guardsman BM2c Earl Knight, 25 year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. B. L. Knight of fiaiel, was killed in a sea action in the
Pacific- in 1943. Previously to volunteering in the Coast Guard,
Ire-was a-member of Civilian Conservation Corps.
Pvt. Talmadge Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett of
the Elm Greve neighborhood, died on the African front from ma-
larial fever, according to a War Department message the week of
July 22, 1943. In a letter received by the editor of the Murray
Democrat from Pvt. Lovett, appearing in the same issue announcing
his death, he had in no way indicated that he had been wounded
in action nor having an illness of any nature.
Despite the surrender of. Italy to the Allies Sept. 8, no let-up
In the war effort was noticeable in Calloway County when 57 men
were notified to be ready for examination and inductirmvat EvansVille
Sept. 22. The list included, however, 12 transfers fiuni onl of the
county, who were native sons desirous of being with other home
fellows. However out of the total only 19 were accepted as fit
for military service.
To ,Be Continued
blocks before anybody will listen.
He comes by. I go out. "What's the
news today?" I ask.
"SALT treaty probably won't make it
through Senate," he says. "Got a story
on that if you -want to hear it. Ax
murder down in Florida. Got a good
story on that one. Chaos in Iran, lot on
that. Great story about what some of
our legislators did for extracurricular
activity in Miami at a convention last
week."
"Anything about the presidential
campaign?" I ask.
"Sure. Got a story about Joan Ken-
nedy's alcoholism. Also a rehash of
Chappaquidick, if you want that. Got an
editorial saying Kennedy's all washed
up already. Got a good story about
Jerry Brown and his way of life. You
know about him and Linda Ronstadt,
don't you?".
"What about local news?" I ask.
"Well," he says, thinking, "farm
burned down south of town last week.
Fatal accident "today on the freeway.
Some people from Missouri. Hey ...( he
grins) viant to hear something about
-the city judge? Got a good story on
him."
The judge is my neighbor. Sure, I say,
let me hear about the judge.
-Well," our town crier says, "my
confidential sources at the courthouse
tell me that the judge places bets on.
football games. He's a nut for pro
football, you know. He lets the jury and
all those people in the courtroom sit and
wait while he goes back to his chambers
and phones in his bets. It's absolutely
true. I have it from two sources."
I give him 25 cents and turn to go. .
"Wait," he says. "Don't you want to
hear the rest? I've got a lot more on the
(ART
judge."
"I don't want to hear it," I say.
"What's wrong with you?" the town
crier says. "You want to bury your
head in the sand?"
"If the judge steals money or if he has
a conflict of interest, I mean something
which prevents him from doing his job,
then let me know. But your world isn't
the same as my world. Sure, things out
there aren't perfect. Lots of pain and
suffering and corruption. But my
family, my neighborhood, my work, the
people I know all look pretty good to
me. Tell me just once that somebody is
doing a good job. That we are becoming
more humane. That most people stay
married."
''Big deal. Most people stay
married."
"Yes, it is a big deal. And that we're
conquering cancer. That volunteer
firemen in this town risk their lives to
save others, and so do policemen. That
a lot of teachers are teaching. You said
you've got a lot on the chaos in Iran?
How about the order, maturity and
patience of the American public in this
crisis? Is that news? Tell us there
might be a glimmer of hope."
"That's not my department," the
town crier says. "I can't tell. you that
4,31f7 houses in town didn't burn down
Last night. How do you expect me to get
a handle on maturity. Where, who, do I
call to quantify patience?"
"Well," I say over my shoulder, "if
you're pretending-to hold up the mirror,'
then ,maybe you should get a different
definition of news. And until you do,
don't come ringing your bell in front of
my house."
Robert M. Shaw is manager of the
Minnesota Newspaper Assn.
411,
--Seareline  —far —4Vtai&"'   freker-sfftM, etait,
citizens. Its purpose is to answer and Denver, Cob., are also lower than
questions and solve problems — fast. If the average.
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, eelf-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring soon
and my wife and I are planning on
moving to a new, warmer lecation, if
possible. But our primary concern is
how high the cost of living is in a par-
teller area. Some people tell me-that
the cost of living is about the same
everywhere, but I have read in
magazine articles and various ad-
vertisements that some cities or
communities du have a lower 'cost of
living, on the average. Can you give us
any information on this subject? —
B.N.
Based on an intermediate budget for
a retired couple (husband age 65 or
older), preliminary estimates
developed by the U.S. Department of
tabor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, show
that it is less expensive to live in small
cities than in large cities of the same
region. .
Living costs are lower in cities of the
South, such as Orlando, Fla., Durham,
N.C., and Atlanta, da., than the
average for all cities of the United
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Cities in which the cost of living is
considerably higher than the average
include Buffalo, N.Y., Hartford, Conn.,
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., and
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Other cities which have a lower than
average cost of living are: Dayton,
Ohio, Baton Rouge, La., Austin, Texas
and San Diego, Calif. Also the non-
metropolitan areas of each of the above
cities would have even a lower cost of
living.
Heartline has taken the figures from
the Department of Isibcc and prepared
an index of the cost of living for a
retired couple in selected cities and
areas with a • population of 2,500 to
50,000. This chart is available free by
writing Heartline-Cost of Living Index,
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. Please send 35 cents for
postage and handling
HEARTLINE: My husband just
recently retired. We have a child who is
still going to school. We were told at the
Social Security office that our son
would be entitled to dependent
children's benefits from the father's
benefit.
You know how it is when you're in an
interview situation — you never think of
the questions you may have until you're
back* home. We were explaining the
benefits to our son, who is a college
student, and he asked whether or not he
would receive payments during the
sununers, when is out of school for
vacation. This was not discussed at the
Social Security office and my husband
and I have no idea. Can you tell us? —
M.R.
Yes, your son will receive Social
Security benefits during his summer
vacation if he was a full-time student
during the semester or quarter before
the summer vacation and if he intends
to be a full-time student again after the
vacation is over.
HEARTLINE:' I am age 62 and wilt
begin receiving Social security benefits
for retirement next month. Will I also
receive Medicare coverage? — K.E.
No. To receive Medicare coverage, a
person must either be age 65 or have
been entitled to Social Security
disability for a period of 24 months.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County High School
and the six elementary Centers at
Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and New Concord werein service
today after school being dismissed for
six days due to the ice and snow.
Deaths reported include Will washer,
66, and Mrs Giles f. Lamb, 92.
Elected as Mr. and Miss Murray
University School for the year 1969-70
were Steve Willoughby, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby, and Gayle
Rogers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Rogers. First attendants were
Don Overbey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Albert Overbey, and Beth
Garrison, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
James Garrison. Second attendants
were Pete! Sehiel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Boris Seidel, and Amy Thompson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Thompson.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Laddie McAlister on Jan. 10.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 45
cents per pound in the ad for Jim
Adams IGA this week.
20 Years Ago
Reelected as directors of the Bank of
Murray at the meeting held Jan. 12
were J. D. Sexton, Tremon Beale, Dr.
F. E. Cranford, L. L. Dunn, Hugh
Gingles, Foreman Graham, George
Hart, Dr. James C. Hart, Max B. Hurt,
Wells Overbey, I. Wells Purdom,
Luther Robertson, Audrey W. Sim-
mons, Marvin 0. Wrather and L. E.
Wyatt.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. R
Ryan, 76.
Lions Yandal Wrather and Dewey
Ragsdale presented the program on
"Founders and Rededication Month" at
the meeting of the Murray Lions Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs. C. S. (Lillian) Lowry reviewed
the play, "Plain and Fancy," at the
meeting of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. She was
introduced by Mrs. Ben (Willodean )
Grogan.
A study on "Birds" was conducted by
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer at the meeting of
Girl Scout Troop 27 held at the Murray
College High School.
The Ctilltinay County Coin Club met
Jan. 12 at the Murray Electric System
Building. .
. 30 Years Ago
Local veterans will be among the
16,000,000 veterans of the United States
who will receive dividend checks being
paid on the GI Life Insurance by the U
S. Government starting Jan. 16.
• Mrs. George Hart, librarian at
Murray High School, has been named to
the state committee of librarians by the
Kentucky Library Association and
Kentucky Education Association.
Clayton D. Weeks, the missionary
supported by the First Christian
Church, Murray, will speak Jan. 15 at
the local church. He is a missionary to
the Belgian Congo.
"Everett Jones assisting in the
formation of a Boy Scout Troop at
Douglas High School last night. Also
attendlia/- Wfd Parker,----from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
--Mwraen-•-by
The Rev. Van Bogard Dunn is serving
as pastor of the Kirksey Methodist
Circuit composed of Coles Camp
Ground, Coldwater, Kirksey, Mt.
Carmel, and Mt. Hebron Churches.
Bible Thought
"But Christ being come an high
priest of good things to come . . -
Hebrews 9:11
( hri.t rarne to speak for God Fit•
will «mw to rule for God His cur-
rent ministry is to pray to God We
ought to fw thankful for such a high
Today In History
By The Assodated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 14, the 14th
day of 1980. There are 352 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 14, 1914, Henry Ford's first
assembly line went into operation,
slashing the time it took to produce
cars.
On this date:
In 1784, the United States ratified its
peace treaty with England, formally
ending the Revolutionary War.
In 1110, England and Spain formed an
alliance against Napoleon Bonaparte.
Ten years ago, the international
effort to fly food and medicine to Biafra
after its surrender to Nigeria's central
government was stalled because of a
lack of approval from Nigerian of-
ficials.
Five years ago, Saudi Arabia's King
Faisal began a tour of Arab nations
opposing Israel.
One year ago, President Carter
began his campaign for Senate
ratification of the still-incomplete
SALT II treaty, saying a senate defeat
would "deal a severe blow to the
prospects for peace around the World."
Today's birthdays: Actress Ffiye
• Dunaway is 39. Author Thomas Tryon Ls
54. Photographer Cecil Beaton-4a 76.
And choreographer Gerald Arpin° is 52.
Thought for today: Music is the
universal language of mankind —
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MIKE BURCHETT, center, was recognized for his particiption in the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Discussion Meet at the recent meeting of the Calloway County Farm Bureau. Bur-
chett was second runner up in the state contest. Topics he discussed related to financing the
farming opration in the future, the effect of _uncontrolled government spending on the
economy and agriculture, the kind of natninal food policy the country should have, and how
Farm Bureau can develop programs that will best serve its membership. Two new directors
are Mike White, left, and Danny. Cunningham, right. The new Farm Bureau office building,
presently under construction on South Fourth Street, is progressing nicely and is expected
to be completed within the next three or four weeks, according to Cannon Parks, county
president.
MASON BILLINGTON'S no-till corn between Lynn Grove and Murray yielded 168 bushels
of corn per acre. Billington said, "The reason I tried no-till corn in this field was due to
several bad washes starting to make gullies when this field was planted in conventional
corn." Erosion in these areas has completely stopped by using the rotation of one-year
wheat double cropped with no-till soybeans followed by no-till corn the second year. Bill-
ington mentioned he planted some no-till corn on an adjacent farm which also yielded the
same. Several reasons why Billington thought his no-till corn was a success were; He waited
until wheat was at early head stage before planting no-till corn, applied chemicals at recom-
mended rates, and got good spray coverage on wheat and weed foliage at planting time.





LOOK TO TM/ SHIELD
Plans are still continuing for
the .state wide meeting of the
American Agricultural
Movement to be held here
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at 7 p.p. at
the courtroom of the Calloway
County Court House.
Kim Wallis of Murray,
spokesman for the grduffi, said
the meeting will feature
several speakers discussing
the direction of the group-
organized on a national basis
some two years ago . to in-
fluence the price farmers
receive in the marketplace-
will take in the future.
Wallis said gasohol and the
grain price situation will be
among the topics to be
discussed. The meeting is
open to the general public.
Agricultural export tonnage
is projected at 128 miklion
metric tons for fiscal 1979,
with volume increases
forecast for most com-





WASHINGTON (API — Sen
Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Ky., has asked the ECODOMil
Regulatory Administration
investigate oil companie-
_.whkh prohibit the use oi
credit cards to purchase
gasohol.
"This could constitute ;,
significant disincentive to the
purchase of gasohol, and
regulations should be put trit(,
effect to prevent such
prohibition," Huddleston said
in a letter to ERA ad-
ministrator Hazel Rollins.
He also urged that the sale




"'the gasohol industry is
still in its infancy and to
restrict sales now or in the
forsdtable future could deal
the industy a blow from which
it might not recover," Hud-
dleston said.
- "It would be foolish to
sacrifice gasohol's potential to
displace 10 percent or more of
our future gasoline needs for
the sake oLthe comparatively
few gallons which might be
saved by sales restrictions on
gasohol," he said.
Huddleston said • that to
permit gasohol sales during
restricted gasoline sales could.
be a pov<erful incentive for
incresing its manufatucure,
availability and use "more
powerful .than any grant or
loan subsidy program we
could devise."
Japan is the leading single-
country buyer of U.S. farm
commodities, accounting for
15 percent of the export
market.
COAXING — Nelson Albecete uses a rope to try and coax a brahma bull from a cornered spot near a Miami, Fla., school.The bull had escaped from a pen while It and others were being prepared for shipment to Guatemala from Miami's Inter-national Airport. Albecete, along with police and other officials, managed tb corral the animals. Albecete works for theshipping company.
LEXINGTON,. Ky. tAP) —
record 991: horses and
stallion shares are cataloged
for Keeneland's" January
Horses of All Ages Sale, which
tx•k!itis today..
• continuous sessions will
begin at 11 a:m. EST each day.
The catalog number ' in-
cludes 496 broodmares, 171
)earlings, 259 horses of other
ages, six stallions and 59
stallion shares. It exceeds by




spokesman Jim Williams, will
include . the complete
DANNY LAMB, son of NIr. and Mrs. Bobby Lamb of
Murray Route 1, has been selected as FFA Member of the
Month for December by the Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America. He was selected as a result
of winning the chapter Fire Prevention Essay Contest
held in October. Lamb is a junior at CCHS and is presently
serving as FFA Chapter Reporter.
dispersals of Louis L. Haggin
II, Keeneland's chairman of




Farm as agent, will sell 13
horses, including 1979 Gazelle
Handicap winner Himalayan,
her yearling half-Sister and 2-
year-old half-brother, both by
Hoist the Flag.
Two sisters to Majestic
Prince are among the seven
broodmares being offered by
McMahon, who also will sell
five yearlings.
Exclusive Native, sire of
1978 triple Crown winner
Affirmed, is represented by a
yearling in the sale, as are
Verbatim, Cornish. Prince,
Hoist the flag, Mr.
Prospector and Nodouble.
There are broodmares
cataloged in foal to Gummo,
Mr. Leader, Majestic Prince,





Subscribers who have not receTv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days.
Heritage Manor Farm will
offer the largest consignment,
selling 54 lots, including 35 as
agent. Laban and Eli Jackson
have consigned 25 horses and
Edward P. Taylor's Wind-
fields Farm will offer 19.
Balance you expenses with your income.
FREE PROTECTION Be sure to have the fertilizer you want when you want it.
MORE  SERVICE 
BETTER RESULTS
Fancy Farm, Ky. — Ph. 623-6392
Last year's January sale
established a record for total
gross, with 766 horses and 32
stallion shares sold for $9.47
- million. The Previous record
was $8.15 million for 841 lotsin
1978.
- We're forming itYr.'767-a- i -
people around here have special finan-
cial needs. We'll service those needs the
best way we know how.. with complete
financial support See us!
IF YOU PAY NOW
1. Hutson's Ag. Service will guarantee NO price increase
to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper price.
3. If fertilizer is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will




Despite Playing Better Game
Hooker Has Nothing But
Raves For EKU's Tillman
By DA%'ID HIBBITTS
- Sports Editor -
After more than holding his
own on the same-tutirt with
Eastern Kentucky's James
"Turk" Tillman, Murray
State's Gary Hooker was
ebullient in his praise of the
EKU forward.
"He's a superhuman
player," Hooker raved. "He
could make a (professional)
franchise.
"What they said about him
couldn't compare. I have all
kinds arespect for him.",
Hooker and his team had
Just finished holding off a late
_ rally , stimulated by big plays
..by Tillman, to win their third
OVC victory against no
defeats, 82-78. Whereas
Tillman had • practically
•—blasted -off-the -opening tipoff
to-s-Core 14 points as his team
jumped to a 19-10 lead, Hooker
was still scoreless but biding
his 'tittle along' with the Mur-
ray defense.
When Hooker did get Un-
tracked, he scored 14 of Mur-
ray's next 20 points, putting
" the Racers into a tie at 31-31
and the lead at 35-33. Tillman
"slowed" to-20 firit-halnoints
while Hooker had compiled
better overall statistics with
14 points and 10 rebounds,
many of them coming on the
offensive boards. .
"It was five against One,"
was how flooker explained
Murray's ability to counter
Tillman'S, incredibly Last
start. "Eyerytinie he touched
it t the ball}, he pulled up wth
. one hand and put it in.
_"At. fimt_We were trying to
play his side. We wanted to
play tough man-to-man."
But Eastern's opening man-
• to-man, designed- with the in-
tention of keeping 'Tillman
from going to his favorite side,
could not contain him, even
With the quick Kenney Ham-
' 'monds tabbed to do the job.
• And then when Hammonds
left. the game with what has
ankle and after Tillman libd
4 Fir_11' t' zigt_
Murray coach Ron Greene
disclosed at the Racer Club
this afternoon that Kenney
Hammond's injury, suffered
in the first half against
Eastern Kentucky, has been
diagnosed as a broken bone in
the arch of his foot and will
keep him 'out for the restof the
season.
"points-, the Racers apkaredto
be in deeper trouble.
But Hooker assumed the
authority on offense for the re-
mainder of the half, and Mur-
ray's combination zone
defense began to wear out
Tillman.
"We wouldn't let him touch
the ball," explained Murray
forward Allen Mann about the
defensive strategy. "We
followed Tillman along the
perimeter.
'There was somebody
always in the passing lane. We
crowded him."
Murray coach Ron Greene
was both happy and relieved.
after the final spine-tingling
minutes.
was uneasy the whole
game," he said. "I knew it
would be a white knuckler.
"We missed Hammonds. I
thought the 1-3-1 zone was the
most effective of the' second
half. When you depend so
much on him (Tillman), it's
hard not to (look to him)."
Coach Greene and Hooker
were glad., to have this one
behind them, but they know
that they still must face
Eastern in Richmond later in
the year.
"On his -hoine- _turf, _ the__
basket is going to look like
this," Hooker said as he held
his hands far apart in front of
him.
But Hooker, 4o also grabb-
ed 18 rebounds Saturday
night, is working a steady path
to more production, which is
rubbing off on his teammates.
"We played like a mature
team,. like our coach _design-
er sal e re go-,
ing uphill, step-by-step."
" oo5V*.d- -not
GOING OVER THE TOP, Murray forward Gary Hooker
was always in the right place in an 82-78 win over
Eastern Kentucky. Hooker earned OVC Player of the
Week for his outstanding performance in the Racers'
three league wins
Murray State gets a chance
to find nut tonight if it can hold
its course and not look ahead
. . to the Western Kentucky
game in Bowling Green
-Thursday night. .
The Racers host Samford
University, under coach Cliff
Wettig in his first year there,
in -a nor-conference game.
Samford brings ii, 3-9 record,
including its most recent loss,
L132ft ireslern ihto.
Wettig served ha the interim
coach at Tennessee two years
ago and directed a young team
to an 11-16 record.
,Samford is led in scoring by
6-4 sophomore forward Steve
Barker, a former player at
Apollo High School in
'Owensborq, . with a 15.4
average. 6-3 senior guard
Marvin Stewart is second on
the team at 14.3.
Samford claims another
Southeastern Conference ;on.
nection with its point guard,
freshman Martin Newton, the
son of Alabama head coach
'
Murray will -be tryinf to
avenge a 54-52 loss to Samford -
in Birmingham last year,
despite lacking the services of
Kenney Hammond's, whose
ankle injury against Eastern
is still before the jury.
was that team direction and
progresstave already produc-
ed shock waves for other
teams around the country.
With a confidence-builder like
the win over rastern, Hooker
and Murray are definitely
headed in the-fight direction.
Coach Greene Was very
pleased with the game played
by junior guard Jerry Smith.
Smith turned in his finest
overall performance, scoring
16 points, including six-of-six
from the free throw line, while
totaling four rebounds and
three assists.
"I've been waiting on it all
year," Greene ' said. "I told
him he looked like he belong-
ed. That may have relaxed
UM. He is too good a shooter."
In addition to gaining con-
fidence as his outside shots
began to fall, Smith's assists
kept the four-to-score offense
flowing. One of his passes to
Hooker for a slam dunk looked
as if it had been fired from a
rifle.
"My confidence is slowly
building," Smith said after-
ward. "I felt it wastbout time
I had a good one.
• • • • ,"They .tried to -throw a
switch at me (concerning the Murray State's women.
' pass to Hooker). I saw that continued to rdb-litTi
and 'Hooker had a smaller losing a heart-breaker to'
man on him. I just got it into Eastern; 65-64.
. Murray seemed to have the
• •'• 'game under wraps most of the
Murray State's free tnrow second half as the Lady'
shooting performance of 30- Racers moved out to-a 54-44:-
for-33 for 90.9 percent was a lead with only 8:31 remaining:
marvel in itself and definitely, in the game but fell into their'
one of the main reasons Mur- habit- 
of 
raiaxi" 1:2514'11)ray held off Eastern's corn- came hack to go ahead at 63-
eback. • 62.
A dismayed Fa ern Ken- Murray center Lisa Lamar
tucky coach Ed Bvht'e wsput the LadiRacers back into
-quoted-as saying-he-had-not
seen Murray listed in the top
ten teams in that category
before the game.
A team hitting just 67.8 for
the season can hardly be ex-
pected to make its first 20 and
30 of its first 31 attempts. But
Murray did just that.
The contagious markman-
ship made previously poor
shooters absolutely deadly.
Jerry Smith, hitting only
45.8 percent before the game,
was six-for-six; Allen Mann,
just four-of-12 previously, hit
all four of his attempts; and
Walt Davis, who had made
two of only three prior attemp-
ts, hit four clutch free throws
in the final minutes.
Ironically, two of Murray'
better shooters from the line,
Mont Sleets and Gary Hooker,
accounted for the three misses
even though they were both
above their season percen-
tages.
• • •
Hooker and Sleets' been
named Ohio Valley Con-
ference player and rookie of
the week, respectively. It is
the second time for both this
season-
Hooker scored 70 points;
had 42 rebounds, eight assists
and six steals; and Shot 63.8
percent in Murray's three
games while. Sleets scored 57
points; had 17 assists and 10
steals; and hit .23-27 free
throws for 85.2 percent. .
ALLEN MANN (33) takes a pass and cuts toward the basket as Eastern's Buddy Cox moves in for the foulallowing Mann to hit two free throws. Mann was perfect from the line (4.4) in Murray's 30-for-33 night
staff Photos By G•n• Mc( utch•on
E4ST1-:RN KENTUCKY
fg fga ft fta ret, pf tp
1 . 13 5 6 6 8 232
0 1 2 2 2- 4 2
5 90 0 11 210
6 6 1 2 4113
J 2 10 1 2 1 5 5
•• 3 4 .2 3 4 3
3 8 0 0 2 3 4
1 4 0 1 3 - 4 2
I 4 0 0 1 2 2
T'T,I,S  3403 7 13 36 LS V
• • • .
41LRR6li STATE "
fg fga ft fta tett pf tp
!i, • r 11 10-3, 6 18 427
1 3. D 0 1 1 2
NI. • 2. 4 4 , 4 : 3 8
5 12 6 6 4316
4 1310 12 1 218
ern 3 10 1 1 7 ,2the Leal_with left_ Arn, 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
but Eastern forward Kathy
Redling .followed .a mused
shot and picked up a loose ball
to put in the game-winner as
time ran off the clock.
The Murray *omen play
Indiana State in a prelim, nary
game at 5:15 tonight.
'yd. 0 1 1 1 0
W 0 4 0 2 4
:tavts, 51 0 tJ II 0 0 0 0
now 0 -1 0 Cl 0 0 0
fOTALS 53 30 33 43 18 112
Halftime: Murrav 43, Eastern 30.
Teebnicals: mune Sttendanre- 5.530.
skarray's sent game Monday. Jan. 14,
‘s. Samford Lai% end, at Rarer Arena.
7 30 p.m.
Newton Figured Chances Were
Slim, None In Tide Rout Of UK
LEXINGTON,-Ky. API -
Alabama Coach C.M. Newton ,
figured his chances against
No. 4 Kentucky were slim and
none with a predictable game
plan. So he decided to surprise
his old friend, Joe Hall.
"Joe and his staff probably
do the befit job of preparing for-
an opponent than any other
team we play," Newton said
Saturday night. "What we
tried to do from the start was
negate their plans."
The Wildcats eventually
were negated to the tune of 78-
64. their worst margin of
defeat in Rupp Arena. '
"We tried to do something
games," Newton said. "We
used a structured offense •
e'signeso, rea own I eir
defense." - •
The Tide also opened with a
-2-3 zone defense that Kentucky
clearly hadn't expected, as
By The Associated Press -
Louisville Coach Denny
Crum says his Cardinals'
.poise helped him secure his
third victory in eight tries at
Mid-South . Coliseum in
Memphis. And the victory was
a convincing one as No. 11
Louisville- downed Memphis
State 69-48.
"-We did a real good job with
our pressure defense, not
letting them start the patterns
they wanted," Crum said after
Saturday's win. "And on .the
boards, we didn't allow them
any second shots.
"Once we get control, the
only way we could mess up
was to take bad shots and let
them get a streak going. We
never did - we held our
poise."
Louisville is now 12-2 in all
games and 2-0 in the Metro
Conference. Memphis State
it'll le. 1175 overall and 1-3 rn
conference play.
In . other games involving
Kentucky schools, Murray
State -defeated Eastern
Kentucky 82-78 in an Ohio
Valley Corderence contest;
Western Kentucky got its first
OVC win with a 97-72 troun-
cing of Tennessee Tech, and
Morehead • used a triple
overtime to defeat OVC rival
Austin Peay 102-99.
dniii&74igures in Western's
win over Tennessee Tech.
Western, 8-4 overall and 1-0 in
the OVC, was led by Bill
Bryant's 13- point& -Tennessee
Tech slipped to 3-11. overall
and 1-3 in the league.. •
evidenced by the Wildcats' 28
percent first-half shooting and
the Tide's 41-20 halftime lead.
The outcome was never in -
doubt from that point.
"They played an excellent
ballgarne and took us out of
our game," Hall said. "They
 t'oiittulof the game from-
the start Their rebounding in
the first half (22-11 I was a big
factor."
"I told. toy players that!
didn't know how long we could
play a zone against Kentucky
with its good outside
shooters," Newton said. "I
didn't know how we could
rebound. That's the -danger of
points. Phillips had 10 points
when Barns outscored Ken-
tucky 24-6 over the last 8".:
minutes of the first half. He
started the run with a jumper
in the lane that put Barna
ahead 19-14 and ended it witha
baseline jumper and a tip-in. •
---Robert-Scott-Banta-'s senior
guard and floor leader, led all
scorers with 25 points. Ken
Johnson added 12 and Eddie
Adams-1(1.
.Kautfia--y ins led by kyle
Macy's 18 points and Fred
Cowan's 14.
Alabama is 8-6 overall and 4-
2 in the SEC. Kentucky is 13-3
-and 3-2.
defense on only one series and was the halftime pep talk.
that w r' ht er J 1
his first timeout. We just gave didn't ktiow.what to say, but I
him a different look." -aid -want them to realize that if
' Sophomore . forward ddie
Phillips carried the Tide in the
first half, scoring 15 of his 23
Morehead, meanwhile, was
led by Eddie Childrbss' in the
Eagles' nip-and-tuck battle at
Clarksville, Tenn. Morehead
evened its OVC mark at 1-1
and improved to 7-5 overall.,
Austin Peay remains winless
in three starts in conference
play and is 4-10 for the season.
you can pile up a 21-point lead,
you can also lose it," he said.
Hall, meanwhile, was leftto
ponder a promising season
suddenly turned sour. the
Wildcats looked, like would-
beaters in defeating Notre
Dame 86-80 on Dec. 29, despite
playing without twlo starters
and a top reserve.
. But Kentucky followed that •
with a 49-47 defeat- at Ten-
nessee and had to struggle
Wednesday night to a 79-73
victory over Mississippi.
which was winless in the SEC.
-to lose at home is prac-
ticality disastrous," Hall said;
• This year, make sure you are using the proper
tax form. Even if you filed the Short Form last
year. your circumstances this year could help
you save money by filing the Long Form At.
H&R Block, we'll review youel'ax situation to
decide which form allows you to pay the lowest
legitimate tax
903 ARCADIA













































KEEPING HER BALANCE, Murray's Laura Lynn holds onto the ball despite the
efforts of an unidentified Eastern Kentucky player. Diane Oakley (34) watches.
EKU won the game, 65-64. Staff Photo By David Hibbitts
All Alone At The Top
Borg Rolls By Gerulaitis
To Win First Masters Title
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK .API - "I'm
the happiest guy in town,"
said a beaming Bjorn Borg,
and with good reason.
Borg, the spectacular, stoic
4 Swede, extended his mastery
over Vitas Gerulaitis with a
lopsided 6-2, 6-2 vfctory
, Sunday in the 'final of the
'44400,000 Grand Prix Masters,
reaffirming .his stAtlis as the
best tennis player in the
world.
"I was very eager for this
one," said Borg, who has
beaten Gerulaitis, his friend
and practice partner, in all 15
of their meetings. "I've never
won a bik title in New York.
I've wanted to win here far a
- v-- Feeltiog.e-New York !-_40.atIcl - -




NEW YORK AP) - Hey,
all you tykes, out there with
your $150 graphite rackets,
OD-an-hour lessons and doting
ofirents - you say you want to
win Wimbledon some day and
be the best tennis player in the
world?
Here's your first lesson:
Study Bjorn Borg.
This young Swede is the
epitome of a true champion.
His base is remarkable raw
talent. On top of that, with
dedication and hours of ar-
duous practice, he built a
tennis game. Then he added
self-discipline, great resolve
Do• n't forget class. '441i the
• creitrich 
and not many topline athletes,
particularly in the white
shorts set, have it.
Tennis can't be painted with
a broad brush, although it has
more than its share of spoiled
athletes. Arthur Ashe is a
credit to the game.
Australians - Rod Layer,
John Newcombe, Roy
Emerson, to name a trio. of
examples - have been
exemplary in their deport-
ment.
Now we have Bjorn Borg.
He is phenomenal.
It was interesting at tennis'
$400,000 Grand Prix Masters,
completed over the weekend
at Madison Square Garden, to
see thousands of fans cheering
for the stoical Swede as he
matched his skills against
those of America's top players
- John McEnroe, Jimmy
Connors and Vitas Gerulaitis,
whom Borg defeated for the
championship Sunday.
Although the natural ten-
dency is to root for the un-
derdog - and the fans did -
spectators could pot resist
ovations for the golden Swede
whose control of emotions




always is something to behold.
His strong Scandinaviian face
never changed expression.
Borg, 23, seems to have been
playing tennis all his life. A
school dropout, he was playing
for his country's Davis Cup
team at'id-fouring the world
when he was 16. When he lost
child, he was chided by the
Swedish press as being a
"choker." If the criticism.
hurt, Bjorn never grimaced
At age 17; he won the Italian
and French Open cham-
pionships. At 20, he won the
first of his four successive
Wimbledons. Soon he was
recognized as the world's
No.l.
Borg is the best. Young
McEnroe is very close - a
couple of points and perhaps a
year away. Gerulaitis is
moving fast. Roscoe Tanner's
big serve makes him always a
threat-.
But Borg will take a lot of
beating - on court and off.
He's got the physical, and
mental assets, the weapons.
And don't forget "class."
When You Work Hard
All Week, You
Need A Little Pickup!
ErZ,3
Mom





113-5213 Inc. fill Maim
"The_money is great, but I
prefer the title," said Borg.
"To win the Masters was very
important. I have to put this
title very high, because the
best players in the world were
here."
Borg has never won the U.S.
Open, and called that "my
next goal very, very im-
portant to me."
-Ittr';15ecIteitbd
$100,000 for winning the eight-
man event at Madison Square
Garden that serves as the
championship of the Grand
Prix circuit. If there was ever
any queStion dbout who is the
best men's tennis player in the
world, Borg answered it.
Asked about strategy,
Gerulaitis said, "I wanted to
come in, play serve and
volley. That's the way I've
played him the last 15 times.
Maybe next time I'll try
something different."
Borg was -asked what
strategy he'd employ if he had
to play himself.
"I won't tell you, sorry," he
said, laughing.
Okay then, why does he
think he's so hard to beat?
"In big tournaments, I
always m  ta play well-and
win the big points," said Borg.
* wary_ _ono-
f ident. I really get up." -
At 23, Borg is on top of the
tennis world. And he'll fight to
stay there.
"It's more difficult to stay
on top than reach the top," he
said. "The top is very small.
There's always pressure on
you.-
"He's on a plateau by
himself," said Gerulaitis.
"You can't compare any of
these guys to Borg ... he's
definitely a little bit ahead of
all the other guys."
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
By The Maselased Press
Fasten Csalarenee
Ulmer Dedisa
W L Pet. GI
Boston 32 11 744
Philadelphia 32 11 744 -
Washingtos 311 21 AN 11
New volt 22 a .4111 13
New Jersey 18 27 410
Canaria Dtdrim
Atlanta St 18 AM
San Antonio U e •IN
Houston 23 33 .203
Indiana 11 36 .444
Cleveland 19 27 .413
Detrott 11 36 MS
Weston Calderone,
Midwest Maim
Kansas City 211 19 .104
Milwaukee 36 21 MI
Denver 16 31 MI
Chicago 14 31 AS
Utah- U JD
Pad& MOM.
Seattle 33 13 717
[as Angeles 31 15 .874
Phoenix 28 17 so
San Diego II 23 531
Portland 34 34 .980
Golden State 14 31 .311
Saturday's Games  
Atlanta 130, San Antonio 101
Indiana in. Detroit 180
Houston 112, Cleveland N
Seattle 131, Denver 102
Sri Diego 119, Utah 102
Golden State 197, Phoenix N
Seaday's Games
[as Angeles 100, Boston N
Detroit 107, Chicago 102
Houston 121: Milwaukee 117
Philadelphia 126, New York 112
Washington 127, Portland 16
Kansas City 124, New Jersey 101
Atlanta 107, San Anted° 194
Phoenix 101, Utah GO




Clevdand at New York, (n)
Seattle at Washington, (o)
New Jersey at San Antonio, (n)
Kansas City at (hicago, (n)
Phoenix at Denver, (a)











Army 57, BPI 56
Boston Col. 60, Fordharn 47
Boston U. II, St. Francis, NY 69
Bucknell 105, American 89
Columbia 53, Dartmouth 48
Connecticut 72, Mass 51
Harvard 46, Cornell 46
Hotatra 71, Rider 64
Holy Cross 50, Providence 57
LaSidie 74, Stetson 64
Mariehttan 77, WIIIVW 74, OT
Northeastern P. Maine 75
Penn 114, Yale 64
Penn St 62, Duquesne 32
Princeton 62, Brown 43
Rutgers 69, George Waahington II .
- St. Francis, Pa. 74, St. Bonavdtture 61
StJohn's, N.Y. 97, Scion Hall 64
St. Joseph's, Pa. 71, Drexel 60
Temple 49, Lafayette 47
West Virginia 86, Villanova 68
Alabama 73, Kentucky 64
Auburn 77, Missisaippi St. 67
Citadel 83, W.Carolina 73
Furman 64, Davidson 68
Georgia 73, LSU 72,2 OT
Grambling 101, Southern Ti
lona 70, Ala -Birmingham 65
James Madison 53, Virginia Com-
monwealth 51, OT
Louisville 69, Memphis St. 48
Maryland 95, Pittsburgh 86
McNeese St. 63, Wis.-Milwaukee 52
701.415611501 85, Florida 65
MURRAY ST. 12, E. Kestacky 78
N.Carolina 62, Duke 67
N.Caro-Charlotte 72, Georgia St. 69
N.Carolina St. 64, Virginia 56
NE Louisiana 78, Louisiana Tech 65
Old Dominion 58, Navy 44
S. Carolina St. 91. N. Carolina ART 88
Tennessee 71, Vanderbilt 63
Tennessee St. 71, Towson St. 61
Tenn-Chattanooga 49, Appalachian St.
46
Troy St. 64, Georgia Tech 49
Tulane 00, Florida St. 79
VM.1 75, Marshall 63
Wake Forest 86, Clemson 83
W. Kentucky 97, Tennessee Tech 72
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 72, Ohio U. 50
Bradley 75, Drake 70
Butler 56, Evansvuie al
Colorado ss., Oklahoma Si 56
Dayton 77, New Orleans 51
DePaul Xt, Marquette 15
E.Michigan 66, W.Michigan 55
flhinola St. 64. Detroit 62
Indiana 72, Michigan St. 64
Iowa IS. Wisconsin 65
Iowa St 67, Kansas 66
Kent St. 67, Ball St. 65, OT
Loyola, III. 106, Oklahoma City 103
Miami, Ohio 47, N.Illinois 4$ '
Minnesota 79, Illinois 73
Missouri 64, Nebraska 63
Valparaiso 36
Ohio St. 75, Northwestern U
Oklahoma 72, Kansas St. 62
Oral Roberts 76, Georgetownte
Purdue 68, Michigan 61
Toledo 115, C.Michigan 88
Tulsa 56, Creighton 55
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas-56, Texas 30
Arkansas St. 113, Panhandle St. IS
Baylor 73, Rice 63.
Houston 96, Southern Methodist 81
Houston Baptist 74, Hardin-Simmons
59
Indiana St. 81, W. Texas St. 76
N. Mexico St. 79, Pan American 73
FAR WEST
Cal-Santa Barbiu-s 61, Cal-Irvine 59
Colorado St. 82, New Mexico 68
Lamar 141, Portland St. 84
Oregon 90, Arizona 73
Oregon St. 63, Arizona St. 59
Pepperdine 811, Loyola, Calif. 74
St: Mary's, Cal 91, San Francisco 90,
OT
Santa Clara 94, San Diego 75
Southern Cal 52, UCLA 74
Washington 96, California 71
Maday'sSesees
EAST
Fairleigh Dickenson 56, Cleveland St.
52
SOUTH '
S.Alabarna 64, S.Florida 55
MIDWEST
Syracuse 66, Purdue 61
SOUTHWEST
Notre Dame 85, Texas Christian 68
FAR WEST
Fresno St. 48, San Jose St. 44




By The Associated Press
The Purdue Boilermakers
were hot; the Syracuse
Orangemen were not.
"We knew we had to go after
them all the way," said
Syracuse Coach Jim Boeheim.
"We pressured them full-court
and wanted to pressure their
guards because we're a little
quicker."
It wag just what Syracuse
needed to turn an 11-point
deficit late in the game into a
66-61 college basketball vic-
tory Sunday.
"Purdue is a good team, but
we just hung in there," said
Roosevelt Bouie, after scoring
17 points for the fifth-ranked
Orangemen.
"The pressure hurt- us,"
said Purdue Coach .Lee Rose,
whose team is ranked 10th in
the nation. "It was not the
most beautiful game played.
Syracuse had a good effort
and maintained their poise.
We played hard, but we didn't
execute well."
The nationally televised
game was one of two involving
a ranked team Sunday. In the
other, No. 7 Notre Dame
routed Texas Christian 85-68.
, The Orangemmen, trailing
early by 12 points and by nine
at intermission, started out
the second half with a press
that helped_ them outscore
Purdue II-1. Joe Barry
Carroll, who scored 28 points
for Purdue, helped the
Boilermakers regain an 11-
point lead midway through the
final half. But the unbeaten
Orangemen outscored Purdue
23-7 the rest of the way for
their 14th straight victory.
Louis Orr, who had 11 of his 13
points in the second half, pill
Syracuse ahead for good on
two free throws with 1:34 left.
Rich Branning, Trac)
Jackson and Kelly Tripucka
each scored 13 points to lead
Notre Dame's rout of TCU.
Notre Dame led by as many as
23 points in the first half and 27
in the second.
All Named Athlete Of Decade
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
"I hope in-the next 10 years I
can do something equal in
another field," says
AU11411/n/Kte•ii-,.. _
Whatever field Ali pursues,'
it is doubtful he will have the
impact on it that he had on the
world of sports in the 1970s.
Such was that impact that
All has been named Athlete of
the Decade by a panel of AP
Sports Writers.
"The athlete of the decade
, ... better than anybody?"
asked the retired heavyweight
champion when informed of
the award. "I'm so honored."
It was a decade of super-
stars such as golfer Jack
Nicklaus, hitters Pete Rose
and Rod Carew, pitchers Jim
Palmer and Tom Seaver, ball
carriers O.J. Simpson and
Tony Dorsett, passers Roger
Staubach and Terry Bradhaw,
basketballers Kareem Abdul-
Jabber, Julius Erving and Bill
Walton and tennis players
Chris Evert Lloyd, Bjorn Borg
andJiimmy Cddliar
But Ali, *hose renown
trancended boxing, was a
.major personality in every
one of those 10 years and
figured in a major story in
almost every one of them.
-Ali Regan itie decade imbei -
a cloud - he had been
stripped of the heavyweight
championship because of his
refusal to accept e military
draft and was under a con-
viction for draft evasion and
facing a five-year prison term°
At decade's end, Ali was
retired after having regained
the title twice, having earned
more than $4ñii1lToii'ihTh'
ring and having engaged in
some legendary fights - his
loss to then-champion Joe
Frazier, his title-regaining
knockout of George Foreman
in Zaire, his 14-round stoppage
of Frazier in the Thrilla in
Manila and his decision over
Leon Spinks to become the
only man ever to hold the
heavyweight championship
-* ----- 
With his conviction still
being appealedr-Ali fought for
the first time since knocking
out Zora Folley, March 22,
1967, when he stopped Jerry
Quarry in three rounds, Oct.
26, 1970, at Atlanta.
On March 7, 1971, he was
knocked down in the 15th
round and outpointed by
Frazier in a bid to regain the
ham, creerwas
in jeopardy.
But on June 28, 1971, the U.S.
Supreme Court overturned
Ali's conviction, and Ali took it
from there.
Hawks Defeat Spurs 6th Time
By The Associated Press
When the Atlanta Hawks are
around, the San Antonio Sphrs
barely jingle/ jangle, jingle.
After trouncing the Spurs
120-101 in Atlanta Saturday
night, the Hawks began a
grueling Western trip with a
107-104 triumph in San Antonio
Sunday night, their sixth over
the Texans in seven meetings., ,
"It was just a great win for
us, a sensational way to start
the trip," said Coach -Hubie
Elsewhere in the National
Basketball Association, the
Los Angeles Lakers nipped the
Boston Celtics 100-98, the
Seattle SuperSonics beat the
Golden State Warriors 109-101,
the Houston Rockets shaded




  the New  York 
Jersey 
s eKy nNi cek st 
126-0 19112 theth Kansase   phe e nCityx  Kingss 
Suns
n s 
edged the Utah Jazz 106-103,
the- wastrrigrow-7 Bullets
-
crushed the Portland Trail
Blazers 127-95 and the Detroit
Pistons downed the Chicago
Bulls 107-102.
Dan Roundfield had 31
points and Eddie Johnson
added 27 in Atlanta's victory
over San Antonio that gave the
Hawks a five-game lead over
the Spurs and Houston in the
Central Division. The Hawks
visit San Diego, Phoenix, Los
Angeles and Kansas City in
emimeiIay 
The Hawks, who led the
Spurs 78-68 with 10:41
remaining, fell behind 95-90.
Roundfield cut the score to 95-
92 before John Drew, held to
only two points until then,
scored the Hawks' next seven
points.
The "Spurs, the NBA's best
offensive team, shot a paltry
38 percent. Larry Kenon hit
only eight of 25 shots and
Gervin, the , NBA's leading
scorer,-made only eight of 24.
Bryant Loo mg To Super Bowl
By The Associated Press
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) -
Last summer, Cullen Bryant
wasn't expected to be a starter
for the Los Angeles Rams. But
the muscular fullback became
a regular and played a key
role in his team's getting to
Super Bowl XIV.
Bryant isn't surprised by his
accomplishments this season,
and now he thinks he can be an
important factor in a Los
Angeles victory over the
Pittsburgh Steelers in nearby
Pasadena next Sunday.
"I know what I can do," said
Bryant after a practice
session the other day. "And
people who know the game
know what I can do.
"Consistency is the most
Stadler And Nelson Tie For Lead




(AP) - Craig Stadler, who
has yet to win on the PGA
Tour, was poised and con-
fident entering today's final
round of the long, rain-delayed
Bob Hope Desert Classic.
"No, I'm not anxious," the
bearded man said after
gaining a tie for the top spot
with Larry Nelson after the
completion of 72 holes Sunday.
"I'm pretty confident. What's
gonna happen is gonna hap-
pen. I've been there before (in
contention). I think I can
handle it.
"I'm driving the ball well,
and that's important on these
golf courses."
Nelson, meanwhile, . is
having problems off the tee -
the result of a problem that
had his right hand and wrist in
a cast for three weeks.
"I'm hitting everxthing (to
the) right," said Nelson, who
won two 19792itles Arelilad
spot- on 414o-aoaeon'a money-
winning list With n8l,000.
It was that problem, a shot
that got away to the right, that
led to a triple-bogey 7 and
Nelson's failure to hold the
lead alone.
He and Stadler were tied at
276, 12 under par, after one
round on each of four desert
courses. Nelson rallied from
the early triple bogey for a
solid 71 as the first man off the
tee at La Quinta, site of
today's final round. ,
Stadler played in relative
solitude at Indian Wells while
the sponsor and his show-
business, celebrity friends
cavorted before the national
television cameras. Stadler
had a fourth-round 69, in-
cluding a 17th-hole bogey 6
that knocked him out' of the
lead alone.
Seven other players were
locked within three strokes of
the top going into the last
round of the kickoff event for
the 1980 PGA Tour.
Tom Purtzer, with a 69 at La
Quinta, and Mike Sullivan, 71
at Bermuda Dunes, were a
single stroke back at 277. At
278 were George Cadle and
Victor Regaled°. Cadle shot 69
at. Indian _Wells. Regalado,
Who had shared. the third
round lead with Nelson, three-
putted from two feet at Ber-
muda Dunes and had to settle
for a 73.
Lanny Wadkins, a two-time
winner last season, Mark
Hayes and hob Murphy were
three off the pace at 279.
Murphy and Hayes each had a
71 at La Quinta and Wadkins a
71 at Eldorado.
Arnold Palmer, three under
par after 36 holes, played the
fourth round with the premier
amateur group - host Hope,
Jackie Gleason and former
President Gerald Ford - and
paid the price before the huge
galleries that followed them
under a bright, warm desert
sun. Palmer, who won this
title five .times including his
last American victory in 1973,
shot a 78 and failed to qualify
for the final round at 294.
Nelson appeared to have all
but knocked himself out of
title contention early in the
day. His drive sailed to the
right on the second hole, then
his second shot hit a tree limb
and went out of bounds. He
finished with a . "7,"- . then
bogeyed the next hole. •
But he foe" Oook, g,ot a
'birdie before the turn and
three more immediately alter,
then closed out with a
gorgeous shot over a palm
tree that set up a last-hole
birdie.
important thing, to play good
ball every Surtday. I want the
team to know that I'm the kind
of player who Can get the job
done every week."
Bryant has been more than
consistent for the Ftarrit; he's_
done all they've asked of him
and more. While Wendell
Tyler has received more
notice, Bryant has blocked
like a truck and quietly rushed
for 792 yards this season,
including 173 in his team's two
playoff games. AlsO, he's
fumbled just once in 212
carries.
Bryant;"a. -seven-year pro; • •
had started just one game
before last season, when he
started nine times because of
an injury to Lawrence
McCutcheon. He led the 1978
Rams in rushing with 658
yards on 178 carries.
McCutcheon, who was
replaced by Tyler in the fifth
game this season, and John
Cappelletti figured as the
regular running backs for Los
Angeles in 1979. However,
Cappelletti missed the entire
season because of a groin
injury, opening the door for
Bryant.
"I tried to do what I could to
help the team before
becoming a starter," said
Bryant, a 6-foot-1, 234-
pounder. "I've always had the
confidence I could do the job.
Given the opportunity, I've
been able to develop to the
point-where I'vettad liettof a
playoff series.
"Coming into camp, I knew
it would be tough for whoever
was there to beat me out. I felt
confident I could come in and
start at either ( running back).
position considering who I was
competing against."
The 28-year-old Bryant
takes obvious pride in his
ability to hang on to the ball.
"I've just been blessed with
great hands," he said. "Even
as a kick-returner early in my
career, I didn't fumble. I'm
only conscious of fumbling
late in a game when we're
trying to protect .a lead. •
Otherwise, I'm just trying to
gain yardage."
Bryant came into the NEI,
out of Colorado as a defensive
back, much lighter than he is
now. He was converted to
offense prior to his second
seas= and has been- -on-arr -
extensive weight 'program
ever since.
"I just decided that the
extra size, strength and
weight would help," he said.
Bryant expressed con-
fidence as far as next Sunday
is concerned.
• • • • • • • a
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Study Shows Women Abuse Tranquilizers
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP -
The early stages of a research
and treatment project are
showing that a diversity of
Kentucky women - not just
the stereotyped suburban
housewife - may be abusing
prescription tranquilizers.,
Project director Susan B.
Wurl says . that .the ap-
proximately 50 women who
have sought treatment
thrciugh -the project Include
some who are black, very poor
or uneducated.
Previous research has been
done in large metropolitan




.-- We're finding that's not
true I in Kentucky 1," she saidt
The project is the nation's
only federally financed
prfscription-drug abuse
research program focusing on
treatment of women. •
It is operated by GROW -
Growth & Research
Organization for Women Inc.
and paid for by a $1/2,467
grant from the National
Institute on Drug Abuse. The
program hopes to add another
50 clients by October, Ms.
Wurl said. -
The women who have sought
GROW's services represent a
cross section of women, ac-
cording to statistics compiled
in the project:
-13T TleTrelir are
white: 10 percent black.
-Fifty-nine percent are
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third grade to a doctorate; 42
percent had a high school
education or less.
-Thirty-six percent con-
sider themselves to .be
housewives; 37 percent are
employed either full or part
time • while 27. percent are
unemployed.
-Family incomes range
from $3,000 to $60,000 a year.
CROW was especially in-
terested in one statistic - that
91 percent of the women ,had
not sought previous treatment
for their drug problem.
Assistant director Diane
Rigney said one reason for
that is that drog-abuse
programs are generally set up
for people using illegal drugs.
The typical woman seeking
help from GROW became
dependent on tranquilizers
after a doctor prescribed
them, according to Ms. Wurl.
Most women' who overuse
tranquilizers do not have
much in common with users of
illegal drugs and are not likely
to seek help at an agency
designed to treat them, Ms.
Rigney said.
Solite of the. women are
being given individual
counseling; others, group
counseling. Others are being
trained in self-help
techniques. yr
A fourth treatment method
is for women who cannot leave
their homes for treatment or
want to keep their problem
secret. GROW provides
material for, those women to
use in their homes.
Treatment is free and done
on a confidential, anonymous
basis.
Money Talk Dominates First
Week Of General Assembly
By HEFBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) -
 Money talk dominated the
first week of the 1980 General
Assembly, and most of it was
gloomy.
Gov. John r Brown Jr., in
his first State of the Com-
menwealth address-Tuesday,
told a joint session of the
legislature that fiscal wisdom
will be needed during the
session.
"The budget unquestionably
will be the most challenging
duty we will have together
during the session," Brown
saiT. • We hive-Weil Sp--U-d-i mg
and expanding too rapidly and,




similarly stark pictures of the
state's anticipated revenues
for the next two years in
. meetings with legislative,
leadership and the Senate
--kinTr7oprilffOR-iii-d-Revenue
Committee.
The Senate decided to tackle
the first of the tricky financial
problems - the Road Fund -
this week by looking into the
fund as a committee of the
whole.
The first week saw an
unusually fast Start as the
lawmakers got down to
business almost immediately.
Senate committees were
meeting on the second day and -
by Thursday three corn-,
mittees had reported out bills
- setting them up for a vote















Scheduled for a vote when
the Senate returns from a
fourday weekend Wednesday
are.measures to increase the
terms of the boards of state
universities and the members
'of the Council On Higher
Education and to change the
name of workmen's com-




after a restructuring of
committees that saw two of
the panels abolished, two new
ones created and two others_
merged into a single com-
mittee.
The House also adopted a
meeting schedule that will
allow for alwe-day session- in
mid-April to consider any
-gubernatorial vetoes.
The session, which will
come after a 10-day recess, is
possible under a constitutional
amendment adopted last
November that gives the
legislature greater flexibility
in its meeting schedule.
The first use of the new
flexibility will come next week
when the General Assembly
recesses on Monday prior to
the Tuesday legislative
holiday for 'Martin Luther
King's birthday.
Last week the legislature
was asked to set up a special
investigation committee to
look into a controversial
contract between the state
Department of Libraries and a
Minnesota-firm for Lteovvi ting
library card cataloges to
computers.
The request from the
Persearal Service- -Contract
Review Subcommittee came
after the department con-
tinued making payments
despite four rejections of the




Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, an
associate professor of
chemistry at , Murray State
University, will present. a
paper at• the International
Symposium ..on Recent
Advances in Food Science and
Technology being held this
month in Taipei, Taiwan,
Republic of China 
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reclamation of this source of
protein, which is utilized as an
animal feed supplement.
-Aspects of Vandegrift's
work have beenpublished in




Society, The project has been
supported-by the university
and by a grant from. the Fats
and Proteins Research
Foundation of Des Plaines, Ill.
Working with Vandegrift on
the. project are Dr. Delbert
Doty, an adjunct professor of
agriculatural chemistry at the
university, and students Greg
Beale and Wayne Burnett of
Mayfield, and Saidd
Davarinejad of Murray.
A native of Jersey City,
N.J., Vandegrift- came to
-Murray State- in -1976 _from
Illinois State University,
Normal. He holds two degrees
from Montclair State College,
.Upper Montclair, N.J. and
received his doctorate in 1974
at Ohio University, Athens.
His teaching specialty is
biochemistry with emphasis





CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - One
Trigg County man was killed
and another jailed on a
murder charge following a
shooting incident Friday
night.
State police said William
1. Legal Notice
Entitled, "Protein Removal
from Industrial Animal Blood
by Coagulation," Vandegrift's
paper deals with 'the
reclamation of protein from
animal blood sources, and is
based on a research project in
which he has been involved for
the past two years.
Millions of pounds of animal
blood, produced as a by-
product of the meat
processing industry, i$'
released into sewers every
year, the paper notes,
resulting in a loss of protein as
well as causing severe
pollution problems.
Vandeis. ift and students
working it the university•have
1. Legal Notice 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
SUBJECT: City of Murray application for
assistance from the United States Department of
Transportation.
1. Notice is hereby given that a public hearing will
be held by the City of Murray in the City Council
Chambers at City Hall, Murray, Kentucky, at 7:00
p.m., on February 13, 1980, for the purpose of con-
sidering a project for which financial assistance is
bping sought from the United States Department of
Transportation, pursuant to the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964, as amended, generally
described as follows:
A. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATING PROJECT:
Operation of transit system, drivers, fuel, insurance
and maintenance for the first year of operation.
Estimated cost of-$24,706- • -
B. DESCRIPTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PRO-
JECT;
Administrative Management of Murray Transit
System including: Manager/Dispatcher's time, and
promotional expenditures. Estimated cost of $9,250.
C. RELOCATION:
No persons, families or businesses will be displaced
by this project.
D. ENVIRONMENT:
The proposed project will not have a significant en-
vironmental impact upon the urban area.
E. COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING:
This project is in conformance with comprehensive
land use and transportation planning in this area.
F. ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED:
This project will take into consideration the special
needs of the elderly and physically handicapped
persons.
II. At the hearing, the City of Murray will afford an
opportunity for interested persons or agencies to be
heard with respect to the social, econofnic, and en-
vironmental aspects of the project. Interested per-
sons may submit orally or in writiag,,evidence and
recommendations with respect to said project.
III. A copy of the application for a federal grant for
the proposed project, together with an environmen-
tal analysis, will be made available for public in-
spection in the 114ayor's Office at City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky, prior to its submission to the United




Creditors of the estate of Herbert Franklin Chit-
wood, who deceased August 18, 1979, should submit
their claims according to law by filing same with
Stephen C. Sanders, Main at Seventh Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Claims should be sub-
mitted on or before January 31, 1980.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the -Calloway
Disterct Court by Clara Melte
Furches, Administrabix. of -the
estate: of Stella B. Furthes,
deceased:, Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District 'Court on 'or
before January 23. 1980, the
date of hearing
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk 
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Martin I
Koca. Administrator, of the
estate of Herman Lamm.
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on oi_ ...prorrusinA  
chemical methods for ti""' 21e— — 1449 --date othearing -
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlemerrof accounts
_has been Mort in the Calloway 
District Court by Joann Harris
ind Patti Hosford, Co-
Administratrix, of the estate of
-Sara Brooks Tucker -Lawrence.-
deceased- Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before January 23. 1980. the
date of hearing
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk. 
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Allen B. Rat-
terree. Admimitrator, of the
estate of Lemuel Ratterree,
decezed. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before January 23, 1980, the
date of-hearing _ 
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary.
appointments have been.ri-VaAt
in the Calloway District Curt-
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification.
Thomas Henry Covington, 1615
Ryan Avenue, Murray, KY
42071, Deceased. Zella Lee
Covington, 1615 Ryan Avenue,
Murray, KY 42071, Ad-
ministratrix.
Emmitt E. Williams, Rt.8, Box
30, Murray, KY 42071, Deceas-
ed, Charles Rains, 501 Vine St.,
Murray, KY 42071, Executor.
James Edgar Armstrong, Rt.4,
Murray, KY, Deceased. Nancy,
Marie Hendley, Rt.], Mayfield,'
KY 42066, Co-Administrator,
Billy R. Armstrong. Rt.2. Mur-
Earl Hampton, 27, of 'rural ray, KY 42071. Co:
died.. of a gunshoL,ittme;a00i., .111,
wound, apparently _after, an FIi Mrus Andrews. Apt.-G-1
argument. South Manor. Murray, KY
Jack Junior McGee, 48, also 42071, Deceased, William E•
of rural Cadiz, was charged in Pinkston, P 0 Box 577, Mur-
the shooting, police said. He ray, KY 42071, Administrator






FUND RIER V ATIONS
The Liepartment of Housing and
Urban Development will accept ap-
pbcations fur newly constructed
and/or volistanuaLly rehabilitated
housing units under the Section 202
Direct Loan Program for Housing
fur the Elderly or Handicapped
Section 202 Direct loan Author0
in the ionount of $4.076,615 for
Metropolitan and 15,321,385 fur
Nunrnetropolitan areas is expected
to be made available to the
Louisville HUD Office Junsdiction to
finance an estimated 131 units for
nietrupolUan areas and 171 units for
nonmetropolitan areas for the elder-
ly or handicapped The areas Listed
below, within the Louisville Office
Jurisdiction, have been identified as
to where additional housing for the
elderly or handicapped is sarriuded
based on the goals expressed in local
housing assistance plans Applica-
tions fri.urithe designated areas for
the amount of units indicated below
will be evaluated first, and only in
the event that an insufficient
number of appruvable applications
are recerved froni the designated
allocation areas will applications
from other areas be considered for
approval. Notwithstanding the
above preference for applications
received for a designated allocation
area, applications for housing
designed exclusively or primarily
for the nonelderly disabled or han-
dicapped from any location in Ken-
tucky will be accepted and
evaluated.
Additional Information:
Allocation Area i Metropolitan
Areai K.I.P.D.A. Metro. EsUmatad
No, Of Units 61, Amount Of Loan
Authority $1,196,270, Housing Type
1New or Rehab), New or Rehab
Allocation Area, Northern_ Ken,
tucky Metro, Estimated No. of
Units, 70, Amount Of Loan Authori-
ty, 2,178,345, Housing Type New or
Rehab) New or Rehab.
Allocation Area (Non-
Metropolitan Areas) Western
Allocation Area Estimated No. of
Units 65, Amount of Loan Authority
$2,022.750, Housing Type (New or
Rehab) New or Rehab.
Allocation Area Central Allocation
Area Estimated No. of Units 50,
Amount of Loan Antlkirity 1.555,960
Housing Type New or Rehab) New
or Rehab
Allocation Area Northern 'Alloca-
tion Area, Eaunaterl,No. of Units 56,
Amount of Loan Authoriti, 1,742,675,
habi 
"H°u"41CRehlounbtTYPeies liNn"clu"deRe Nd the
K.1.P.D.A. Metro Area are: Rutin,
Jefferson, and Okiham.
Counties included in the Northern
Kentucky Metro Area are: Boone,
Campbell, and Kenton.
Counties included in the Western -
Allocation Area are. Ballard.
Caldwell,-Calloosay,--Cechala.- 
tçnden, Fulton, Graves, Hancock,
Hopkins. Livingston.
Lyon, Marshall, Muhlarberg, Mc-
Cracken, McLean, Ohio, Todd„
Trigg, Union, and Webster,
Counties included in the Central
Allocation Area are: Adair, Allen ,
Barren, Brett intidge, Butler,
Casey, Clinton, Cumberland. Ed-
munson, Grayson, Green. Hardin,
Hart, Lank, Logan, McCreary,
Marion, Meade. Metcalfe, Memos
Nelson. Pulsatile, Russell, Simpson,
Taylor, Warren, Washington. and
Wayne.
Calinties included. in the Northern
BAIPetkaticinliloyle"a, Bracken, AnderwaCar oll,'
Carter, Elliott, Eatill. Fleming.
Franklin. Gallatin, Garrard, Grain,
Harrison, -Lawrence, Lewia, Lin-
coln, Madison. Mason. Menefee.,
Mercer, Morgia, Montgomery,
Nicholas, Owen, Pendleton, Powell.
Robertson. and Rowan
Applicants who subnutted applica-
tions in Fiscal Year 1979 that were
found approvable, but unfundabie
due to insufficient Section 202 loan
authority, will have to reapply under
this year's Field Office Invitations.
Applications may be submitted on-
ly by eligible borrowers and must be
received not later than 4 45 p.m. on
March 31, 1980
Although sufficient contract
authority is not presently available
fund the uruta cover 'to
notification. this office 
e:it:4 
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway. -
District Courtby Lois Gregory,
Executrix, of the estate of
James Lee Gregory, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
January 23. 1980. the date of
hearing









. start in Monday's paper, they
CLASSIFIED AD
to appear in that days edtion. _
before puacation you will
eed to contact us by 8 AM
pear in the next days paper,
with the' exception of ads to
must be called or brought in by
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hat morning in order for it not
-
d or brought in by 12 noon
he day before in order to ap
n the date you specify you
must adhere to the following
eadlines. An ad 'lust be call-
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Office Box 1044, Louisville. Ken- .
tucky 40201. This office will render'
a workshop on February 20, 1980, at
Sre River City Mall. I ouiaville. Ken-
lucky, for interested applicants to
explain the regulation» and in-
structions governing the Section 202
Program and the Section 108)b )
Nonprofit Sponsor Housing •
Assistance Loan Program, to
.distribute the Application Packages
rand &-required forms for both pro-
grams and to discuss application
procedures, required exhibits, and
any further information on the
availability of loan authority to the
designated allocation areas. If you
are interested in attending this
workshop, please contact Wanda
Cochran at 5021 5124148 for reser-
vations
2. Notice
John 14- 15. "If ye love me,
keep my commandments." II
John 113. 'Whosoever- tran-
sgresseth, and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God. He that abideth in the
doctrine of _Christ, he-hath the
Father and-the Son." Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's II
AM and 6- PM. Bible study, 6 lil
8 evenings. Study by phone,
anytime. Free Store for the
needy. All donations W.
predated. Anyone having need.
or would like Bible information
or study1211.Rible..fasitorfree
Store, 759-4600 •
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL RECEIVE BIDS
ON CORRUGATED METAL CULVER-P1PE,
SPECIFICATIONS ARE:
16 GAUGE SPIRAL IN 12 to 48 INCH WIDTH
14 GAUGE SPIRAL IN 48 to 54 INCH WIDTH
12 GAUGE SPIRAL IN 60 INCH WIDTH
10 GAUAGE SPIRAL IN 72 INCH WIDTH
PRICE QUOTED SHOULD BE ON A PER-FOOT
BASIS, FOB STREET DEPARTMENT, MURRAY.




BIDS SHOULD BE MARKED; SEALED BID. 
CULVERT 'PIPE, AND SUBMITTED TO THE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE NO LATER THAN 5:00
P.M., JANUARY 23, 1980. THE CITY OF MURRAY




































































It will be made available. According- ' 221. I
ly, applications received in response —
-...--.;=1:fi.......-- .±........• ...---....AIN
only if contract authority becomes , 
Needl
available. s
Appropriate instructions, forms -.opera
and other program information are — , ty - fo,r
contained in an Application Package o' .• vancewhich May be obtained from the
Louisville HUD Area Office. Attn tutor(


























































































































































idew to. sh,v,ng house flu of
furniture, cors, antiques,
&ninon- overflows, etc.
Phone 753-7618 after 5:00
m
Free Store 759-460U





What we do best is care
Needline /53-6333 
5:lost and Found
Found Two Bird dogs in Lynn
Grove vicinity Call 435-4556
Found in Kingswood Subdno
sion snap on hood for coat
Phone 753-7952 between 5
and 8 pm
Lost on corner of 8th and
Frogue St . ladies brown purse.
contains no money and nothing
of value to finder Call 751
8031 Small rewardl
Lost Small Beagle in area of
Ledbetter Church. wearing III
collar with F .M. Clements It
found call John Clements. 753-
1996 $25 rewardl
Lost medium size Bulldog.
marble colored with white
lace, wearing 2 coital's Name
is Brewster Small reward 753-
6/43
Reward offered for return of
white 14rsian cat with black
ears and tail, lost in Panorama
Shores ,ea on January 2nd
Contact' j reggy Hunter. Rt 5,
Rox 1065 or phone 436-2207
6.  Help  Wanted-- -
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.
Needed for growing fast food
operation Excellent opportuni-
ty for persons looking for ad-
vancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Mur,
ray and other locations
throughout the southeast.
Equal opportunity employer If
interested call Mrs Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap-
pointment Toll free 1-800-633-
5912.
Local Savings and Loan is now
accepting applications for
teller position Banking or Sav-
ings and Loans experience
helpful Position offers ex-
cellent working conditions and
hinge benefits Send resume to
P 0 Box 32A




Buying U S silver coins, sterl- 4x8 sign, , all aluminum,
.ng silver, wedding bands, class changable letters Call 753-
Logs, to: daily prices. Call 527- 6068.
9139
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm 
15. Articles For Sale
mm Magnum Remington,
like new, $185 Two chairs,
green swivel rocker, rust color
wing back early American Call
435-4286
Racking horse, 7 years' otcl,
with English saddle and bridle.
Also 17' Runabout with 115 hp
Evinrude motor Call 753-8567
after 5 pm. 
Wedding dress, size 3 to 7,
Queen Ann. Call 759-4981.
16. Home Furnishings 
Bedroom suites, complete with
bedding - 2 piece livng room




cellent cOndition, $150 Call
753-9036 or see at 1507
Chaucer Drive .
Nortake Affection China place
setting and accessories. Call
759-498-1 after 4 pm 
19. Farm Equipment 
Buildings!, Save $5. All steel
Clear-span buildings
30'x48'x12' for $3,861 00 •
40'x4t114` tdr 54,591 00 •
40'x72'x14. for $5,965 00 •
48'x96'x14' for $838900 •
Also a 40'x66'x14' straight wall
-open one side" equipement
.building for $5,235 00.. only 2
left at this price. All buildings
F 0.8 Factory. Call (614) 294-








and steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use.




Hwy. e0 W. Paducah, Ky
225 bushel gravity box on Case
running gear. $650 Call 753-
0144 or 753-5463
Four wheel trailer; 2 row
cultivators, 2 row - fertilizer at-
tachments; 6 ft Ford mower,
two 14- bowdem plows. 100
gallon Anhudrus tank. Call 753-
3709.
M-Farniall with 2 row New Idea
corn picker, both in excellent
condition. 753-9507. 
20. Sports Equipment 
 • .1795-Needed for growing fast food
Jperation Excellent opportuni-
ty forpersons looking for ad- So long Santa' But ovitiy, did
iancement and bettering their you leave us so many pianos
future Positions open in Mur- and organs? Must sell at our
rä-Y. and other locations cdst, some for only-$20 a man-
ladies Schwinn 10-speed con-




Equal opportunity .employer If
interested call Mrs Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap-
pointment. Toll free 1-800-633-
5912.
No experience required
Department of Navy has open-
ings for 17-25 year old On the
lob and classroom training pro-
vided with over $104 per week
Vocational, technical and
mechanical lobs available We
provide room, board, _medical
Call Navy (502) 753-6439 or
call toll free 1-800-841-8000
RN OR LPN. Ideal part time job
for Murray resident not working
full time. No patient care, flex.
ible hours, excellen,tpay. (901)
424-2926 or write Mrs. Couch,
516 lambuth, Jackson, TN
18301.
Wanted immediately li14 or
(Prior 11 to 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials.
insure plan with PCS, drug
card, vacations, and holidays.
Care Inn, 4th . & Indiana,
Mayfield, 247-0200. 
9.-Siluation Wanted
Will keep children in my home.
f 511765."
Will do house cleaning Call
436-2292
Would like to tabysit small
hild in my home. 753-9971. 
- 13. For Sale or Trade
for safe ot trade: 1979 Jeep
Wagoneer. Call 436-2427.
th Also used pianos and
organs Hurry back Santa, but
please don't make us play San-
ta next January. Clayton's. I &




Firewood, oak and hickory,
delivered $20 a rick. Call 474-
2382.
Firewood for sale, $20 a rick
delivered. $15 a rick you haul.
Wood ready now. 759-1167.
Firewood. 18 inch, .24 inch,
Oak and Hickory, $25.00 rick.
Fancy natural honey $4.50 qt.
Call 489-2327.






Call 753-9871 after 5
p.m. 767-4441.
NEW LOCATION




firewood for sale $17 50 a
rick. $22 50 delivered Delivery
within 2 days Call 753-8127
Mobile home outside panels for
underpinning, yellow or beige
color, all aluminum Jack
Glover, 753-1873
Pecans, shelled fresh, one
pound packages halves and
pieces, $3-50 Atone Mn, ESA,
Phdenthropic organization
Days 753-6625, evenings 753-
3710 or 759-1288
Set of high quality mechanic's
tools 753-6837
Wood for sale. $20 a rick if you
pickup, $25 delivered. Call
753-8167 
TV-Radio
25 incli RCA color t.v.,
automatic. $250. In good con-
dition. Phone 753-6531.
Stereo components in excellent
condition, smaller Advent
speakers, Pioneer turn table,
Nikko STA 6060 receiver $500
759-1718
Wanted. responsible party to
take up smag monthly payment
on 25" color tv. Warranted.
Clayton's - I & B Music, 753-
/575 
27. Mobile Home Sales
14x70 11379 Mobile home, fay
furnished, pay equity and
assume loan. Call 753-3638.
1975 Sahara, 14x70, three
bedroom, 1 1,2 bath. ceptral gas
heat, new carpet, drapes. Can
be seen 2'1 miles west of Almo
Heights on Highway 464.
1978. 14x64 Two bedroom
trailer, furnished with washer
and dryer, central air under-
'pinning and concrete steps
$12,000 Call 474-8822
12x60 Two bedroom, one full
bath Everything goes Phone
753-2607. 
28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 trailer, natural gas, very
clean No pets. Call 489-2118.
Two bedroom, central heal,
natural gas, new furniture and
carpet Walking distance of
University. Call 753-5209.
Two bedroom, all electric
trailer. No pets. $130 per mon-
th, $100 deposit. 753-9829
Two bedroom, 12x60. in large
lot, partially furnished, approx-
imately 3 miles east of Murray
753-6283
Three bedroom. 12x65, mobile
home Gas heat. Pt bath
Water. trash pickup. t.v fur-
nished. Deposit required
Available on or before February
1st. Call 435-1349.
Trailer lot for rent Call 759-
29. Heating-Cooling - 
Two wood stoves $75 each
Call 759-4496 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 753-
4109
For rent' Nice first floor older
home, near campus. Prefer
married couple. References
please. $160 per month. 759-
4759.
For rent: Furnished apartment
at New Concord. $80 per mon-
th. Call 436-2427.
For-rent Nice large unfurnish-
ed apartment, five rooms - 2
bedrooms, utility room. Call
753-1276.
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. Single only. Inquire
100 S 13th St.
New 2 bedroom apartment,
fireplacia, many extras. $265
Call 753-1779
One bedroom apartment across
from University campus.
References and deposit. Call
753-5140.
Two bedroom apartment, mar-
ried couple only, stove and
refrigerator furnished,
carpeted, central gas and air.
Deposit and references re-



















My ears are burning, Miss Lillian must
speaking somewhere tonight."
43. Real Estate33. Rooms for Rent
Sleeping room, refrigerator in
hall, private entrance. Zimmer-
man Apartments, South 16th
St.. 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent _
Attractive 2 bedroom furnished
house, next to University. $175
per month, $175 deposit Ideal
for single girls 753-9829
For rent: 2 bedroom house.
stove, refrigerator. washer and
dryer furnished. Rent $225
plus deposit and references.
No pets. Call 492-8662
Three bedroom hoUse, washer
and dryer hookup available
January 15th, located on
Highway 94 East Call 753-
6295
Three bedrqpm, 1 17 bath den.
utility for washer and dryer.
Newly decorated References
and security deposit required ,
$250 per month Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray 328-
8255 or 382-2731
Three bedroom brick house
near University available now.
No pets $225 753-3942
Two bedroom house for rent,
one block from college. $135
per-Month Married couples on-
ly. Inquire at 1408 Poplar.
Two bedroom house in county.
newly decorated, fireplace in
livuig room, built-in stove and
dishwasher, fully carpeted
Central heat and air with heat
pump Call after 3, 753-8943 -
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky Lake. Completely fur-
nished. washer and dryer in-
cluded. Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm, 753-8964.







For sale: clover and Trmothy
hay. 753-8274 after 5_,pm.
One pure bred Ram-Wire male
hog, one year old. Also -9
shoats. Call 492-8354.
Timothy and Fescue hay. Call
759-1330. 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered Toy Poodles.
!our black, 2 apricot. Call 354-
8061.
Attack dogs for sale. Dober-
mans and Rottweilers. Training
for your dog. Witdfire Kennels
Paducah, KY, 554-5976.
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies. Also guard dogs. 554-
2153.
For sale- AKC registered Dober-
man Pincher, house trained,
black and rust. 753-8603.
Great Danes. females. 4 mon-









Doctor or nurse. ,,worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet, but no place to put it?
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you.. For the complete pic-
turer. call 753-1492...Offered
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
43. Real Estate
$$Dollar for Dollar$$ One of
the best home values we have
had to offer you in many a day.
Brick ranch stYle'1orife7Trii-X
size bedrooms with walk in
closets, large living room, fully
equipped kitchen, family room
Bring your check book you'll






















Acres of happiness three love-
ly wooded acres ar included
with this charming 3 bedroom
2 bath cedar sided home with
living room and ci:n central
electric heat and air. A








95 acres about 50 open.






• only $85,000. Only ki
mile E. of Ledbetter
Chur.ch Rd. of Hwy.
1346. Call Today.
New Home
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, heat
pump and central air,
fireplace, located at





Practically new home on do..
ble lot, has 3 bedrooms. '
baths, with central heat and
air. Immediate possession
owner must sell! Asking




makes houses ou sense' For
ace to 
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
your opportunity 3 bedrooms
2 baths, fully equipped 
h 
family Call f 
5_ 
3-









eaves, and new roof.
You can really be an
energy fighter
because the central
gas heat has a new
wood furnace as an





Don't dream a hoine,
buy one! This lovely
home has 3 large
bedrooms with walk-in
closets, 2 baths, large
sunny kitchen with
pantry; neutral car-
peting in all rooms.
Den has - beamed
ceilings, impressive
fireplace, and other
extras. Attic could be
finished out for 3-4 ad-
ditional rooms.
Located in one of
Murray's best sub-
divisions. Owner
moving out of state.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
details on this fine new
listing.
44. Lots For Sale
Four acres wooded lot in Nor-
theast corner of Hickory Grove
Church Road and Ezell Road.






Different strokes for different
folks...modern trr-level 4
bedroom, 2 bath home with
central heat and air, family
room, eat-in kitchen, large
utility room.. situated on PI
acre lot m-l.. Priced in the
540's... Phone 7 5 3 -





36 x 187 building on 80
x 200 lot. Now rented
for $705.00 per month
and has more - rental
space available. Buy
this and get a good






'verfeer house On kt













NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'















46. Homes For Sale
House for sale by owner 106 S
13th St Call 753-0305 
411. Auto. Services
Four white spoke wheels will
fit a three quarter ton truck
Call 759-1330 
49. Used Cars
1976 Buick Regal all extras
excellent condition low
mileage Call 753-86g6
1976 Bobcat with air and
power, 65,000 miles, priced to
--set4-5240ii: C*4314836: -
1966 Chevrolet, 2-door. 283
engine manual transmission,
mechanically good. $200 Call
75311874 after 4 pm
1978 Chevrolet Malibu Classic
Call 759-1868
1973 Capris 20011 56,000
miles, new tires, good mileage
Call 753-9677
1976 Ditsun F-10 Hatchback.
33,000 miles, excellent condi-
tion, Michelin radial tires. 5-
speed. over 30 mpg $3000
Call 753-1913
1978 Ford Pinto, 13.000 miles.
436-2573
For sale 1.974 Dodge Colt
perfect condition. $1095 Call
753-8/87 after 5 pm
1976 Honda Civic CVCC Hat-
chback. very Clean, radio, no
air, automatic transmission.
35-40 miles gallon. $1895
53-4174:- •
1972 Mustang very good con-
dition 1803 College Farm
Road
'1974 -Mustang II hatchback.
Will take best offer. Call 759-
4508.
1976 Vega GT stationwagon
36,000 actual miles Call 753-
7853 
Alsed Trucks
1977 Chevy 4x4 V8, tilt, air,
power teering and brakes
automatic transmission
wheels $5250 Call 759-1148
after 5 pm
1976 Dodge 300 van. 318.V8.
46,000 miles. $2300. Call 753-
1532.
for sale or trade: 1949 Jeep
truck. all original flathead, 4
cylinder, 16 inch snow tires,
and excellent 4 wheel drive.
• 5950. Phone 1-354-6217.
For sale 1979 CJ-5 Renegade
Call 753-3938










=• on ;Alit exhausA ; large
wheel covers, large
fz• work bumper, front
bumper guards, rails
on side of bed. Ex-
cellent truck in every
el way. 16 MPG, call
r. James Hamilton, 753-r- 9400 after 5 p.m.
50. Used Trucks
1976 Datsun pickup 4 speed
with camper shell Call 759
1561 from 8 AM to 5 PM--- -
Ford F-250 4 wheel drive good
shape 753-9299
1974 Ford Ranger %LT pickup
excellent condition. $2500
Cali 414-8822
1975 GMC High Sierra bought
new by owner. 35.000 actual
miles Ac, ps. pb, AM-FM stereo
tape player $3100 Call 753-
9929 _ -
1968 Scout, four wheel drive
real sharp Call 753-6132
nights 
5i. Campers - 
Mid-winter sale! Entire inven-
tory! 1979 models drastically
reduced! Three units with
slight hail damage, below cost
free automatic awning with
every 1980 unit sold. All parts
and, accessories 10 per cent
off. Prices good through
January 31st. White's Camper
Sales, East 94 Highway, Mur-
ray. 753-0605. 
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Hydro-Sport bass boat.




AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel-
ing and maintenance.
References._ Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-.




VibraNac steam or dry clean-
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827
Concrete and block Work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
Driveways white rocked and
graded, free estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429, after 4
pm.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
'Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center, the
people who know carpets. Call
753-6660 for free estimates.
Having trouble getting things
done around the home? Plumb-
ing, carpentry. roofing? Call
753-8950.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding, gutters, and
tooftrig-. -Carr 3-s5--491--cr1-- kirre-I-Kee -a -n e




Carpenter contractor New and
remodel Hawley But, 492
8120
Carpentry service Whatei.er
your needs old or new qual.ty
work Call 7510565
Herndon s Welding Route 6
Box 154 /53.950/
Have your blood pressure
checked in your home Call
753-1495 after 5 pm
Insulation 'blown in by-' Sears





. rates Call Ernest White /53
0605
licinsed Electrician and gas in
stallation.- heating installation
and repair's Call 753-7203
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning aluminum or
fibeoglass Also patio awnings
and carports single or double
lack-Glover. 753-1873 after 6
pm
Mark Smith masonary contrac-
tor, fireplaces flus built
chimney repairs Call 489-
2231.





Painting - Paperhanging Corn-
Free
Snow removal from driveways,
parking lots. etc. Also tractor
work: . breaking, disking,
-bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
_PM 753-2632.
Sewing machine repair at
home, all makes and models
Small repair. oiling, cleaning.
re-adjusting Service call In-
cluded, $20. Wulff Sewing
Machine Repair, Murray Call
436-5560.
Tree trimming and removing
Also light hauling. 753-5476.
Will do plumbing and heating .
repairs, and remodeling around •
the home. Call 753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed. _Call or write
Morgan ConStruction Co.,
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah.
KY012.001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work. Call




Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free




(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
0 Oa, I ip•
IP Hinman's Rentals'le 0 HOuse, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete tools and etc.•• 753-5703
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' "Chimney Sweeping
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Thad Copeland of Benton
Route 2 died -Friday at 9:45
p.m. at his home. He was 69
years of age, a retired
millwright, and a member of
the First Baptist Church,
Benton.
Mr. Copeland.is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Theta
Copeland; one daughter; Mrs.
June Powell, Richmond; one
son, Robert Keight Copeland,
_Joliet_ Ill.; two sisters, Mrs.
Zula Freeman and Mrs
Mae Slack, Benton Route 2;
four brothers--Lowell
Copeland, Murray, Aaron
I Doc) Copeland, Evansville,
Ind., and Robert and Glendon.
Copeland, Benton Route 2;
five grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
—the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Herschel Morgan officiting.




For Wildy H. Ellis
The funeral for Wildy H.
Ellis is being held today at 2
p.m. at the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church,
whete he was a member, with
-the Rev. Robert Farless, the
Rev. Dan Tucker, and the
Rev. Glenn Hill officiating.
Providing the music is the
Church Choir, directed by
Ralph Robertson, with. Ricky
Cunningham as pianist.
Serving as pallbearers are Dr.
W. J. Pitman, Art Bailey,
Kenneth Ramsey, Monk
Stallons; Fred Furches, and
Rurel Garland.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Ellis, 74, a resident of
719 Sycamore Street, Murray,
died Saturday at 3:45 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County,
Hospital. Born Dec. 19, 1905, at
Murray, he was the son of the
late Henry Ellis and Julia
Pittman Ellis.
The Murray man had been
employed,at Furches Jewelry
Store; Murray, for several
years. He was a member of
the Woodmen of the World.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lorene Clark Ellis, to
whom he was married on Sept.
27, 1928; one sister, Mrs.
Myrtle Cayce, Coldwater




Mrs.,-Ada May Gibson of 302
North .Eighth Street, Murray,
died Sunday at 10:12 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
/lospital. She was 77 years of
age and had been hospitalized
since Jan. 2.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Christian
Church, the Senior Citizens
Board, and the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. She had
served as- chairman the
Calloway County Cancer Fund
Drive for several years. ' • .
Her husband, W. J. Gibson,
Sr., died July 8, 1977. Born
Sept. 15, 1902, in Weakley
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Walter
McWherter and Emma Hays
McWherter.
_ Mrs. Gibson is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Emma Sue
Hutson, Murray; one son,
. William J. gibson,t Jr., Cen-
tral America; thret. "rand-
children-Dan C. Hinson II,
Ada Sue Selwitz, and Amy I_Re
Gibson.
The funeral will .be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating
and Mrs. Ann Doran as soloist.
Burial will follow in - the
Murray City Cemetery... .
Friends may call at the
funeral home.




brother of 011ie Hughes of
Murray, died Sunday at the
Henry County Gerieral
Hospital,-Paris, Tenn. He was
76 years of age and a retired
farmer of the Springville,
Tenn., community.
He is survived by three
stepdaughters-Mrs. Verbal
Ballard of Livonia, Mich.,
Miss Goldie Medlock of
Springville„ Tenn., and Mrs.
Emma Lou Barrow, of
Marietta, Ga.; two stepsons,
Roy Medlock of Clarksville,
Tenn., and Ray Medlock of
Marietta, Ga.; two sisters,
Mrs. Cora Killebrew of
-Hunsville, Ala., and Mrs.
Modelle Rogers of Humboldt,
Tenn.; one brother, 011ie
Hughes of Murray.
The funeral is scheduled for
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
Alvin Ellis:- Nashville, Tenn, •
several nieces and nephews of
:•"-Nashville and Memphis,
-relfrtar- mends 
eluding Dr. W. J. Pitman anti
burial to_follkw in the Ppplay
Grove Cemetery there.




Final rites for Mrs. Ruby
Moreland were held Suaday at
2:30 p.m. at the Enon Baptist
Church where she was a
member with the Rev. James
Robertson and the Rev.
Charles Nelson officiating.
Burial was in the Poyner's
Chapel Cemetery with the
arrangements. by the Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home of
Wingo.
Mrs. Moreland, widow of
Mark Moreland of Mayfield,
died Friday at 1:20 a.m. at the
Community - -Hospital








Route 1, the Rev. Vester
Moreland, Mayfield Route 7,
and Albert Moreland, Hobart,
Ind.: two sisters, Mrs. Flora
Elliott and Mrs. Hattie Orr,
and a brother, . eroy







MAYFIELD, Ky. 1AP) -
The Graves County- Board of
Education has voted not to
grant written permission to
new students to attend other
school systems.
The action, which exempts
special-education students
and those already enrollef in
other 'schools, was taken at a
board meeting Friday night.
The result would be that, if a
Graves County student shoofd
choose to attend a .school
outside the county system, he
or she would have to pay
tuition fees of about $1,000.
Under the former
arrangement, the county
board had been releasing
about $700 in state per-pupil
funds annually to other
schools which Graves County
students chose to attend.
The students still had to pay
tuition, but the amount was
well below the $1,000 figure.
Mayfield city schools, for
example, charged $200 per
year. - 
The board voted Friday
night to discontinue the
practice of releasing the state
funds to the other schools.
Board members said the
county system was losing
about $500,000 annually due to
the-prartice7-
About 50 parents attended
coeeta4 _And ..expressea
digpleasure with the board
Art Bailey of Murray. 
decision.
Prices of stocks of local interest at Human Rights
Livestock Martel- noon. EST, today, hunished to the mor.
ray ledger & Times by First of Commission To
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
follows
Industrial Average
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP) — USDA —
Cattle2700; slaughter steers and heifers
1.00 lower; cows not established; bulls
1.00 lower; calves and vealers poorly
tested; feeders firm;
Slaughter steers choice 930-1220 lb
67.00-69.80; good and choice 97050 lb
66.0047.50;
Slaughter heifers441160-1000 lb 66.00-
67.90; goof and choice 865-1075 lb 44.00-
66.50; good 60.00-64.00;
Slaughter cows utility 45.00-50.00; cut-
ter 43.00-48.00;
Slaughter bulls 1390 lb 69,75; 14 1100-
1580 lb 60.00-65.0D;
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
and prime 240-245 lb milers 96.00-163.00;
choice 300-375 lb calves 71.00-74.00;
feeder steers 300-500 lb 80.00-91.50; 500-
650 lb 77.00-80.00; 700420 lb 70.25-75.90;
300-500 lb 74.00-82.00; 500-735 lb 70.00-
75.00; hoisteins 400-500 lb 70.00-71.50; 600-
1050 lb 59.4045.00; 869-1050 lb 59.4042.50;
heifers 300-500 lb 70.00-76.25; 500420 lb
68.00-75.00; 300-500 lb 62.00-70.00; 500400
lb 60.00-68.00; stock cows 850450 lb 3-7
years old 54.0040.00;
Hogs 1400; barrows and gilts not fully
established; 1-2 240 lb 38.10; 220-231 lb
37.75; sows 50 higher; 1-2 300-350 lb 30.00-
31.00; 350-450 lb 31.00-32.00; 450-500 lb
32.00-33.00; 506-650 lb 33.00-34.00; utility
250-350 lb 26.00-29.00; boars over 300 lb
211.00-213.75;
Sheep 25; slaughter iambs steady;
slaughter lambs choice and prime 106 lb




American Motors 6V4 +%
Ashland 41% unc
American Telephone 52% -4%
Bonanza 274B 344A
Chrysler 8% +44
Ford Motor 33% +%
G.A.F.14% -%
General Care 16% unc
General Dynamics 00% +%
General Motors 53% unc








Quaker Oats 38% +%
Texaco 30 +1%
Wal Alert 26 +1
Wendys 1245B 13A
Hear Evans' Case
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights is expected to
consider the case of Craig
Evanshvs. the General Tire
and Rubber Co. when the
panel meets in Louisville this
week.
During a two-day hearing in
August, Evans accused the
company of dismissing him
from a General Tire plant in
Mayfield because of his
religious beliefs.
The company has denied the
charge.
Opera 'Rigoletto' To Be
Broadcast Over WKMS
Verdi's ever-popular three-
act opera entitled "Rigoletto"
"412" mem MOM. IOW MOW 141.1 • 
1978 Pontiac Bonneville
Approximately 35,200 miles, four door sedan, dark
blue, light blue cloth interior, light blue vi
nyl roof,
power steering, power brakes, air, tilt wheel, cruise
control, AM-FM radio split seats.
800
eopjhoi Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 Sow* 753-2617
oU o 410 mem alatimalln•• meow
will be broadcast by WKMS-
FM radio at Murray State
University on Saturday, Jan.
as part of the Texaco-
Metropolitan Opera Network
series.
To begin at 12:30 p.m., the
opera conducted by David
Stivender- will be beard at 91.3
on the FM dial on Murray
State's fine arts station.-
Singing principal roles will
be soprano Gail Robinson as
Gilds, baritone Sherrill Milnes
in the title role, tenor Carlo
Bini as the Duke, mezzo-
soprano Isola Jones as
Maddalena, and bass Jerome
flines aiSparafucile.
Musicologist Boris Gold-
ovr.ky will present a
plasical and dramatic
analysis of "Rigoletto" during
the. 10.0, intermission as a
feature of "Opera News on the
Air." A panel of opera experts
will_ face quizmaster Edward
Downes on Texaco's Opera
Quiz during the second in-
termission
Industry Predicts One Of Every Four, Five
Houses To Own Microwaves By Year's End
By 1.0C ISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
At 'least one household in
five and possibly one in four
will have a microwave oven
by the end of 1980, according
to industry predictions. And
the increased use of
microwaves for cooking has
led to increase4concern about
their safety.
The Food and Drug
Administration, which has
regulated the manufacture of
microwave ovens for nine
years, salis .mast _fats are
unfounded. "Ovens that meet
the FDA standards and are
used according to the
manufacturer's instructions,
arer-safe for home use," it
says.
The FDA also says there
have been -no documented
cases of radiation injury from
microwave ovens. All injuries
reported so far are things like
burns that could have hap-
pened with - conventional
appliances.
There are several -rules to
follow to avoid trouble. Among
them:
-Check a new oven to make
sure there has been no ship-
ping damage.
-Never operate a
microwave oven if the door.
does pot close firmly or if it is
bent, warped or otherwise
damaged.
- Never insert objects
through the door grill or
around the seal.
- Do not turn the oven on
when it is empty.
- Clean the oven cavity, the
door and the -seals frequently
with water and a mild
detergent. Do not use scouring
pads or other abrasives.
Check_ .. doar seals
periodically. Have them
replaced by a qualified ser-
viceman if they have
deteriorated.
If you think your oven might
be leakIng, contact the
manufacturer, a microwave
service organization, your
state health department or the
FDA. Do not rely on do-it-
yourself testing devices. The




Radiation," is available free
from Dept. 558G, the Con-
sumer Information Center,
Pueblo, Colo., 81009.
It explains that microwaves
are ii form of electromagnetic.
radiation - waves of elec-
trical and magnetic energy
moving together' through
space. They are produced in
the oven by ati electron tube.
Inside the oven, the
niicrowav*s - which are
reflected by metal - bounce
back and forth until they are
absorbed by food. They cause
the Water molecules in food to
vibrate. The vibrations
produce heat. The heat cooks
the food.
Microwave ovens can-be
more energy efficient -than
conventional appliances
because foods cook faster and
because the energy heats only
the food - not the entire
compartment.
Microwave ovens made
since October 1971 are covered
by the FDA's radiation safety
standard limiting the amount
of microwaves that can leak
from the oven throughout its
lifetime. The standard also
requires all ovens to be
equipped with two interlock
systems to stop the production
of microwaves the minute the
latch is released or the door is
opened.
NOTE: There used to be
concern that microwave ovens
could interfere with the




MAYFIELD, Ky. ( AP) - A
Graves County man has been
convicted in circuit court on a
charge of first-degree murder.
After deliberating for an
hour Friday, a jury orsix men
and six women returned the
verdict in the ease of Danny
Young, 22, of Sedalia.
Young had been charged in
the July 1979 shooting death of
Randall Lynn Midyett. Sen-
tencing is scheduled Jan. 25.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 14,1990
Kentucky Purchase Area Hag Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1270 Est. 500 Barrows .&
Gilta.7541.00 lower Sows uneven steady
81.114 lower
US 14 7•0-230 $36.50-37.001ew 37.25
US 2 300-240 lb. 936.25-36.75
US 34 340450 lb. .  935.25-36.25
US 2-4 38048010s.
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbs. . $29 00-30 00
US 1-3300-458 lb. . 9211.00-79.00
US 1-3450-600 lb. . 12000-30.50
US 1-3 5004.50 lbs. $30303150
US 3-3 300-500 lb., 927.00-211.00
Boars 30.00-14.00
You now have the opportunity of getting the biggest savings of
the new year on a gigantic storewide selection of top quality
name brand home furniihings and accessories! Included are
floor samples, closeouts, discontinued numbers and overstocks
as well as-factory-fresh merchandise in original cartons. Come
early and get first crock at unpicked selections in every
department of our store.
BEDROOM SUITE BUYS!
OUR ENTIRE FLOOR SAMPLE STOCK
REDUCED 'no/
20% TO LIU /o OFF!
ALL CHAIRS & RECLINERS!
LANE-STRATO-LOUNGER-BERKLINE
REDUCED Ancw
20% TO 4U/0 OFF!
ALL OCCASIONAL TABLES!
OYER 100 TO SELL —All TAGGED
FLOOR SAMPLES En o/ Arr,
FROM 20% TO JU /0 Utt!
Defoe Component LMFAIRAile
STEREO & STAND• &TRACK PLAYER-3 SPEED PROM 388
• CASSETTE PURR & RECORK1 OM 1 MICROPHONES
PIT GROUPS & LIVING ROOMS!
WE'RE CLEANING NOOSE at UNITED
YOU SAVE cit w
FROM 20% TO JU /c• NOW! 
ALL NAME BRAND BEDDING!
SERTAINGLAIMER-SPRINC Alit
SOFA SLEEPERS ALE SIZES!
FLOOR SAMPLES—WIN MATTRESSES
pacemakers. Electric
shavers, auto ignition systems
and other products also were
suspected. The FDA says the
problem has been largely
resolved by a change in
pacemaker design so they are
shielded against electrical
interference. It is a good idea,
however, for people with
pacemakers to consult their
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NAME BRAND DINING ROOMS!




TO 4U /0 Le.
DYNAMIC DINETTE BUYS!
3 Pc.-5 Pc. & 1 Pc. All INCLUDED
REDUCED qn
20% TO JU /0 OFF!
WAIL BOOKCASES & CURIOS!
FINE SELECTION—FLOOR SAMPLES
REDUCED ency n„,
20% TO au /0 UM
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 'til 8 P.M. . . . FREE DELIVERY. . ALL THE-CREDIT YOUXED .
SPECIAL PURCHASE-5 COLORS





0 t 4 119 Bripilwn .. mane 4416251 .111 e , Home Furnishings Co.
Paircales Leading Fornitwe & Appliance Store
•
•
I
